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·~ ;~~?~ Georgia Institute of Technology 
Wlr.<M '.', 
~J.n.~i ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
September 9, 1980 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
Code F-46 
White Oak 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don L. Wilson 
Subject: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report No. 1, "Multi-frequency Radar 
Sea Backscatter Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-0176 (Georgia 
Tech Project 2717), Covering the period from 1 August to 31 August 1980. 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
contract for the period 1 August to 31 August 1980. 
Technical Progress 
The start date of this contract will be changed to 1 August 1980, since 
notification of a signed contract was not received at Georgia Tech until late July. 
Formal modification of the start date was initiated by NAVSWC/WO. 
On 7 August Drs. R. N. Trebits and J. D. Echard visited the Project Engineer~ 
Mr. Don Wilso~at NAVSWC/White Oak. The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the 
specific tasks to be undertaken in Phase I of this research program. Agreement in 
the meaning of these tasks was reached among the participants, and three specific 
goals were defined: 
1. Evaluate the "quality" of the recorded sea backscatter data base. 
2. Read the government furnished meteorological data tapes. 
3. Recost options #1 and #2 of the program statement of work (to 
digitize and reduce the sea backscatter data). 
Twenty-five reels of 14-track analog magnetic tape were delivered on 8 August 
1980 to the Georgia Tech receiving area by SEFL ~outheastern Freight LinesJ These 
meteorological data tapes were delivered COD and were paid for using contract funds. 
Request was made to the Project Engineer for reimbursement of these costs, which 
should not have had to be borne by the contract. 
AN EOUAL EMPLOYMENT !EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Several conversations have been held with Mr. Pat Trujillo of the Data 
Acquisition and Analysis Division of the Naval Coastal Systems Center (NCSC) at 
Panama City, Florida, concerning the meteorological data delivered to Georgia 
Tech. Since the data are analog, a laborious digitization, calibration, and 
reduction procedure will be necessary to recover the environmental information 
recorded during the sea backscatter measurement exercise. All of these procedures 
currently reside at NCSC as part of the Center's data analysis capability. At 
this point it does not appear cost effective to recreate this software at Georgia 
Tech just to read these data tapes. Therefore, it is suggested that the required 
data, at dates and times to be specified, be read, analyzed, and tabulated at NCSC 
for delivery to Georgia Tech for this program. 
The recorded sea backscatter data are being analyzed for "quality" and 
application to the purpose of this research program. Items being considered in-
clude (1) environmental parameter description, (2) radar frequency, (3) geometric 
parameter regions, and (4) recorded data integrity. Environmental data include 
wind speed, wind direction, wave direction, temperature, relative humidity, etc. 
Radar frequencies include 9.5, 16, 35, and 95 GHz, although each data group may not 
include all four frequencies simultaneously if one or more systems were not 
operative. Some duplication of data may result from identical environmental conditions 
over essentially duplicate depression angles for several data groups. Thus, the 
intent of this task is to justify the inclusion of each particular data group for 
digitization and reduction. 
Future Work 
During September the evaluation of the sea backscatter data base will be 
concluded. Options #1 and #2 will be reevaluated regarding total cost to the 
government for (1) digitizing an approved quantity of recorded data and (2) re-
ducing these data. A briefing to the government summarizing these activities is 
anticipated in October at a mutually acceptable location. 
Approved: 
J. »· Echard, Chief 
Rad~r Applications Division 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
November 4, 1980 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
White Oak, Code F-46 
Silver Spring, MD 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don Wilson 
Subj~ct: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report No. 2 
"Hultifrequency Radar Sea Backscatter Data 
Reduction," Contract No .. N60921-80-C-0176 (Georgia 
Tech Project A-2717), covering the period from 1 September 
through 30 September 1980. · c 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed 
under the subject contract for the period 1 September through 
30 September 1980. 
Technical Progress 
Qualitative evaluation of the recorded sea backscatter data 
continued throughout September and is near completion. Items 
included in the data evaluation are (1) strip chart recordings of 
sampled radar video signals, (2) log sheets recorded during data 
collection, (3) environmental data tabulation provided by the Naval 
Coastal Systems Center, (4) the daily log book, and (5) a sampling 
of the actual data tapes themselves. 
Further communication with Mr. Pat Trujillo of NCSC has resulted 
in his sending copies of environmental graphs recorded from the Stage 
II Research Tower during the period of the backscatter measurement 
exercise. In addition, tables of environmental data have also been 
received. The periodicity of these data ranges from 30 to 50 minutes, 
while a 15 minute sampling interval will be preferred. Data reduction 
software descriptions were also sent to Georgia Tech after permission 
was obtained from NCSC management. These documents are "Environmental 
Software Change-Over for Amphibious Assault Landing Craft" and "An 
Environmental Support Study for the Amphibious Assault Landing Craft 
Program," both of which were authored by N.A. Pidgeon and V.W. Pidgeon 
of the Dynex Consulting Company of Lynn Haven, Florida. Basically 
these documents describe the NCSC software which calculates wave height 
statistics, power spectral density functions, wave height distribution 
functions, wave front directions, and wave powers. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT /EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Refined cost estimat~s of Options 1 and 2 of this investigation 
are almost complete. These estimates will update the formerly 
proposed costs, based on current manpower rate charges and an amount 
of data to be reduced determined from Phase I of this effort. 
An investigatory examination of forward scattering phenomena 
within the sea backscatter data base has been outlined. A cost 
estimate for this task has also been seperately prepared. 
Future Efforts 
A briefing to the Project Engineer will be held on 23 October 
1980 at the Georgia Tech Research Facility at Cobb County. This 
briefing will summarize all Phase I activities and provide an 
opportunity for identifying any additional work preliminary to data 
digitization. 
APPROVED: 
J. D. Echard, Chief 
Radar Applications Division 
RNT/cp 
Respectfully, _ 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
White Oak, Code F-46 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don Wilson 
November 18, 1980 
Subject: ~4onthly Contract Technical Status Report No. 3, "Multifrequency 
Radar Sea Backscatter Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-
0176 (Georgia Tech Project A-2717), covering the period from 
October 1 through October 31, 1980 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the 
subject contract for the period October 1 through October 31, 1980. 
Technical Progress 
Qualitative evaluation of the recorded sea backscatter data was completed 
during October. Three of the designated data sets were rejected from further 
analyses because of poor signal quality and data redundancy. Digitization and 
analysis recommendations were established on the remaining data sets. 
Environmental data reduction programs, which had been mailed to Georgia 
Tech from the Naval Coastal Systems Center were reviewed. Recommendations for 
quantity and content of environmental data reduction to supplement the sea 
backscatter data reduction were established. A letter describing these recom-
mendations was mailed to Pat Trujillo of NCSC for his preparation of a c~ 
estimate to NAVSWC. 
Cost estimates for Option 1 (data digitization) and Option 2 (data re-
duction) were established using the recommended quantity of data and projected 
labor rates. 
An investigation outline of forward scattering properties using this 
Georgia Tech data base was established also, along with an estimated budget. 
All of these topics were summarized at a project review held at Georgia 
Tech on October 23, 1980. Attending were Dr. Robert Trebits, Dr. Jim Echard, 
Mr. Jerry Eaves, Mr. Benjamin Perry, Mr. Michael Tuley, and Mr. Steven Stuk 
of Georgia Tech; Mr. Jack Short of NAVSWC/Dahlgren~ and Mr. Don Wilson of 
AN EGUAL EMPLOYMENT/EOUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Mr. Don Wilson -2- November 18, 1980 
NAVSWC/White Oak. A general agreement with Phase I results was reached, and 
it was understood that Option I (Phase II) would be exercised by the Government. 
Several weeks will be required to make the contract modification necessary. A 
draft letter report summarizing program activities was given to the project 
engineer. 
Future Work 
The technical perfonnance period for Phase I terminates on October 31, 
1980. A formal letter report summarizing program activities to date will be 
mailed to the project engineer. Further work on Phase II can be initiated 
upon completion of the contract modifications which include the additional 
funds. · 
APPROVED: 
J. . Echard, Chief 
Ra ar Applications Division 
RNT/dw 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
White Oak, Code F-46 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don Wilson 
December 18, 1980 
Subject: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report No. 4, "Multifrequency Radar Sea 
Backscatter Data Reduction," Contract No. N6092l-80-C-0176 (Georgia 
Tech Project A-2717), cov~ring the period from 1 November 1980 through 30 
November 1980. 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
contract for the period 1 November 1980 through 30 November 1980. 
Technical Progress 
A formal letter report summanz1ng the data digitization/reduction recom-
mendations and a forward scattering investigation proposal was sent to the Project 
Engineer. No other technical work was performed during November, pending 
Government exercising of Option 1 of the contract. 
Future Work 
Digitization of the sea backscatter data and reduction of the environmental data 
will be initiated upon completion of Option 1 modification to the contract. 
APPROVED: 
Jir:}l D. Echard, Chiei --..._ · 
Raoar Applications Division 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT IEOUCA TION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
White Oak, Code F -46 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don Wilson 
January 21, 1981 
Subject: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report No. 5, "Multifrequency Radar 
Sea Backscatter Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-0176 
(Georgia Tech Project A-2717), covering the period from 1 December 1980 
through 31 December 1980. 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
contract for the period 1 December 1980 through 31 December 1980. 
Technical Progress 
No technical work was performed during December, since implementation of 
Option 1 had not been accomplished. 
Future \V or k 
Digitization of the sea backscatter data and reduction of the environmental data 
will be initiated upon the Government's exercising of Option 1 of the Statement of Work. 
APPROVED: 
Jiryi] D. Echard, Chief 
Ra~ar Applications Division 
RNT/dw 
Respectfully submitted. 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
AN EGUAL EMPLOYMENT/EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INST,TUTION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
Code F46, White Oak 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don Wilson 
r-1arch 12' 1981 
I 
Subject: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report No. 6, "Multi-
frequency Radar Sea Backscatter Data Reduction," Contract 
No. N6092l-80-C-Ol76 (Georgia Tech Project A-2717), 
covering the period from January l, 1981 through January 
31, 1981. 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed 
under the subject contract for the period January l, 1981 through 
January 31, 1981 
Technical Progress 
During the month of January Option No. 1 was exercised con-
tractually by the Government. Additional funding was provided to 
digitize the designated sets of sea backscatter data. All sets 
were to be di tized, with the exception of sets A, M, N, and S. 
Rental of a 14-track, FM tape recorder was initiated by 
obtaining price quotations from instrument rental companies carrying 
appropriate recorders. Notice was sent to the ONR representat 
in Atlanta regarding this intent to rent equipment, as required. 
The anticipated low bid is $1,200 per month for three months. 
The environmental data tapes were shipped to the Naval Coastal 
Systems Center at Panama City, Florida for data reduction. In-
structions regarding the extent of the reduction and the particular 
times, tape channels, dates, etc., were also forwarded to Pat 
Trujillo at NSCS to provide documentation for his reduction program. 
Future Work 
The FM recorder needed to reproduce the sea bac catter data 
for digitization will be obtained, by rental agreement, in February. 
At that time the recorder reproduce channels will be calibrated. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT /EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Mr. Don Wilson -2- March 12, 1981 
Additional equipment which will be needed will be obtained in-house, 
and includes: an 8-channel strip chart recorder for monitoring FM 
channels, an 8-channel low-pass filter with gain and offset controls, 
oscilloscopes, the multiplexed analog-to-digital converter, and a 
computer with digital tape recorder. A test tape will be generated, 
for NSWC approval, which will contain function generator-available 
signals in all eigh~ multiplexed, digital tape, byte locations. 
APPROVED: 
. D. Echard, Chief -v 
Radar Applications Division 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
White Oak, Code F-46 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don Wilson 
f1arch 13, 1981 
Subject: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report No. 7, "Multi-
frequency Radar Sea Backscatter Data Reduction," Contract 
No. N60921-80-C-0176 (Georgia Tech Project A-2717), 
covering the period from February 1, 1981 through 
February 28, 1981 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed 
under the subject contract for the period February 1, 1981 through 
February 28, 1981. 
Technical Progress 
A Honeywell Model 101, 14-track, FM tape recorder was delivered, 
on a three month rental basis, from Rental Electronics, Inc. in 
Orlando, Florida. The rental rate was established at $1,200 per 
month for the mainframe, 14 reproduce cards (wideband, group I), 
7-1/2 inch per second filters, and a voice reproduce kit. The amount 
of equipment originally delivered, however, included FM record and 
direct reproduce cards. Several iterations of returns and reship-
ment were required before the desired set of equipment was obtained. 
In addition, two FM reproduce cards failed the internal calibration 
procedure and had to be exchanged. 
Multichannel capability software was designed, debugged, and 
implemented for digitizing the eight channels of sea backscatter 
data. A bulkhead BNC patch panel was constructed to interface the 
FM recorder to the analog-to-digital converter. An eight channel 
strip chart recorder was obtained for signal monitoring. Gain, 
offset, and filtering the analog signals will be performed to exploit 
the dynamic range of the AID converter and to filter out unwanted 
high frequency noise (cutoff frequency set equal to twice the PRF). 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT /EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Mr. Don Wilson -2- March 13, 1981 
Future Work 
The A/D conversion software will be exercised using signals 
from a function generator (triangle, sine, and square waves) pre-
viously recorded on FM tape. The digital tape created will be 
documented and sent to NSWC for approval before data digitization 
is begun. 
APPROVED: 
J. . Echard, Chief 
Rada Applications Division 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
White Oak, Code F-46 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don Wilson 
March 30, 1981 
Subject: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report No .. 8, "Multi-
frequency Radar Sea Backscatter Data Reduction," Con-
tract No. N60921-80-C-0176 (Georgia Tech Project A-2717), 
covering the period from March 1 through March 31, 1981 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed 
under the subject contract for the period March 1 through March 31, 
1981. 
Technical Progress 
Efforts this month have been expended in creating a digital 
test tape in a format compatible with the CYBER computer system 
at the Naval Surface Weapons Center at Dahlgren, Virginia. Pro-
gramming problems were encountered in formatting the data and 
header information. Initial attempts in reading the test tape 
{created on the Systems Engineering Laboratory (SEL) computer] 
with Georgia Tech's CYBER computer were not successful. This pro-
blem was finally traced to incompatible record lengths and char-
acter sets. Resolution of these problems uncovered a glitch in 
operation of the analog-to-digital converter, where there was an 
abrupt discontinuity in the digitized data within every data 
record. This problem was also the result of programming error, 
and was due to improper A/D bu!fer read/write operation. 
Future Efforts 
The documented test tape should be shipped to NSWC/Dahlgren 
by the end of March for approval. Successful reading of this 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
Mr. Don Wilson 
March 30, 1981 
Page -2-
tape's contents there must precede digitization of the sea back-
scatter data, as directed. 
APPROVED: 
J. . Echard, Chief 
Ra r Applications Division 
Respectfully .submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY • ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
White Oak, Code F-46 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don Wilson 
April 24, 1981 
Subject: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report No. 9, "JVIul ti-
quency Radar Sea kscatter Data Reduction," Contract 
No. N60921-80-C-0176 (Georgia Tech Project A-2717), 
covering the period from April.l through April 30, 1981 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed 
under the subject contract for the period April 1 through Apr 30, 
1981. 
Technical Progress 
A digital test tape was created at orgia Tech and contains 
function generator signals such as triangle, square, and s waves. 
The tape was shipped to the Navy project engineer on March 30, 
1981. tape was taken to NSWC/Dahlgren to veri that the CYBER 
computer at that facility could read the tape. Mr. Paul Leimer at 
Dahlgren verified successful read by telephone conversation on 
Apr 16. Digitization of the sea backscatter data was begun during 
the week of April 20. 
Future Work 
We anticipate completion of the data digitization by the end 
of May 1981. At that point, the Government may exercise Option 2 





Echard, ··Divis Ior{ 'Chi-ef 
ications Division 
Resp~ctfully submitted, 
Robert N. Treb 
Project Director 
An Equal Employment/Education Opportunity Institution 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
White Oak, Code F-46 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Attention: Mr. Don Wilson 
June 16, 1981 
Subject: Monthly Contract hnical Status Report No. 10, ·· 
Dear Sir: 
"Multifrequency Radar Sea kscatter Data Reduction," 
Contract No. N60921-80-C-0176 (Georgia Tech Project 
A-2716), covering the period from May 1 through May 31, 
1981 
This status report summarizes program activities performed 
under the subject contract for the period May 1 through May 31, 
19 
Technical Progress 
Approximat one-third of the sea backscatter data were 
digitized during May. s have been delayed due to continu 
malfunction of the SEL computer used in tandem with A/D con-
verter. 
Future Work 
The SEL computer is being repaired by the manufacturer. The 
conversion process will be completed in early June. Copies of 1 
gital tapes will be made for delivery to NSWC along with appro-
priate documentation. 
APPROVED: 
J. D. hard, Division Ctlief 
Radar Applications Division 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT/EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
February 5, 1982 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
Code F-14 
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448 
Attention: Mr. Ron Stump 
Subject: 
Dear Sir: 
Contract Technical Status Report, "Multi-Frequency Radar Sea Backscatter 
Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-0176, (Georgia Tech Project A-
2717), covering the period from October. I, 1981 through December 31, 1981 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
contract for the period October 1, 1981 through December 31, 1981. 
TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
Meteorological data were received which had been gathered during the time 
period that the radar sea backscatter data were gathered. The data were inspected for 
consistency with the deliverable list supplied. As a result the tapes being held at NCSC 
as backups were released. 
Data analysis and reduction software has been under continuous development. 
Programs have been developed for computing the following statistical descriptors: time 
histories, probability amplitude density functions, power spectral density functions, and 
means, medians, and variances. Programs for computing the cumulative probability 
amplitude density functions and the auto- and cross-correlation functions are still being 
refined. 
A briefing was given on November 12th by Bob Trebits and Roger Johnson of 
Georgia Tech at the Naval Surface Weapons Center to Mr. Ron Stump, Mr. Bob Morath, 
Mr. Paul Leimer, et al. Topics covered included a review of the project history and the 
objectives of the current effort. 
Though the digital tapes can be successfully read, the present method would prove 
expensive considering the large quantities of data. More efficient methods of reading 
the data are being developed. 
Significant effort has been placed on tbe calibration of the data. This has 
involved extraction of calibration factors from the field test log book, computation of 
theoretical received power from the referenced corner reflector, and comparison with 
corner reflector data gathered during the experiment. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYJ\.i.EJ"'T/EOUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITliTION 
Mr. Ron Stump -2- February 5, 1982 
FUTURE WORK 
Effort will continue in the development of the reduction and analysis software. 
Additionally, major attention will be placed on completing the necessary calibration of 
the backscatter data. 
APPROVED: 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. T reb its 
Project Director 
• 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
March 16, 1982 
Naval Surface V/eapons Center 
Code F-14 
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448 
Attention: Mr. Ron Stump 
Subject: 
Dear Sir: 
Contract Technical Status Report, "Multi-Frequency Radar Sea Backscatter 
Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-0176, (Georgia Tech Project A-
2717), covering the period from January 1, 1982 through January 31,1982 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
contract for the month of January 1982. 
TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
Computer programs for calculating statistical descriptors (means, variances, 
amplitude histograms, etc.) are almost complete. Software development is being 
performed on Georgia Tech's CYBER computer, although the actual data computations 
will be performed on an SEL computer at the Cobb County Fscility. Spectral programs 
are still in development. 
An investigation of using the VAX computer was made, and we have determined 
there to be no cost or time advantage to its use. Use of the SEL comuter for data 
computation was based on the cost of reading data off digital tapes in compatible 
format. CYBER reading proved to be prohibitively expensive. 
Corner reflector calibrations have been performed. These calibrations match 
those of signal generator calibrations for the X-band and Ka-band systems to within a 
decibel. Matching for the Ka-band system has not been resolved better than 5 dB. 
Calibration for the 95 GHz radar is through the reflector procedure only, since no signal 
generator calibration could have been performed during the measurement exercise. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT/EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY L"JSTITUTION 
Mr. Ron Stump -2- March 16, 1982 
FUTURE WORK 
Software development of spectral programs will continue. Reduction of data to 
statistical descriptors will begin in February. 
APPROVED: 
J. L. Eaves, Acting Chief 
Radar Applications Division 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta. Georgia 30332 
April14, 1982 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
Code F-14 
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448 
Attention: Mr. Ron Stump 
Subject: 
Dear Sir: 
Contract Technical Status Report, "Multi-Frequency Radar Sea Backscatter 
Data Reduction, 11 Contract No. N60921-80-C-0176, (Georgia Tech Project A-
2717), covering the period from February 1, 1982 through February 28, 1982 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
contract for the month of February 1982. 
TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
A number of software problems were encountered in the set of statistical 
computer programs. These problems included errors in histogram bin numbers, histogram 
normalization, and double precision arithmetic operations. The bin number problem 
involved improper assignment of parameter indices within several DO loops. The 
amplitude distribution function histograms normalization is required to assure that the 
cumulative amplitude distribution will peak at unity value, as it should. In the 
calculation of standard deviations, squares of amplitude values are summed, requiring use 
of double precision arthimetic on the SEL computer, which is limited to 32 bit 
operation. Arithmetic errors were being generated in operations, however, where single 
and double precis ion variables were mixed. This problem was overcome with a brute 
force approach: all variables were declared double precision in that subroutine. 
Progress continued on development of the power spectral distribution function and 
autocorrelation function routines. These routines will use de logged amplitude data, 
whereas the statistical routines use logarithmic data. Graphic plotting routines are also 
being developed to display the desired outputs in a report quality figure format to 
complement the tabular output formats of the computer programs. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYME.!VfiEDUCATION OPPORTUNITY 1..'\JSTITUTION 
Mr. Ron Stump -2- Aprill4, 1982 
FUTURE WORK 
Reduction of the sea backscatter data to statistical descriptors, which has been 
delayed because of the software problems encountered, will be initiated in March. 
Development of the spectral and correlation routines will continue, with an early April 
target date for completion. 
APPROVED: 
J. t. Eaves, Acting Chief 
Radar Applications Division 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta. Georgia 30332 
May 17, 1982 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
Code F-14 
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448 
Attention: Mr. Ron Stump 
Subject: 
Dear Sir: 
Contract Technical Status Report, "Multi-Frequency Radar Sea Backscatter 
Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-O 176, (Georgia Tech Project A-
2717), covering the period from March I, 1982 through March 31, 1982 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
contract for the month of March 1982. 
TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
The software for the basic statistical calculations and graphic routines were 
completed during this period. This set of programs are being run on Georgia Tech's SEL 
computer, with graphic outputs drawn by a Hewlett-Packard pen plotter. A sample of 
the statistical/graphical output of these programs is attached to this report. The 
statistica I parameters (mean, median, and standard deviation) are printed at the top of 
the page, along with the measurement run number, radar band, and receiver channel. 
Cross referencing the data logs is necessary to identify the polarization as horizontal or 
vertical. 
The left side graph depicts the probability density function of normalized 
reflectivity in decibels. This software routine adjusts the horizontal scale to 
accommodate the full dynamic range of the reflectivity values. The right side graph 
depicts the integral of the probability density function, the cumulative probability, as a 
function of normalized reflectivity. 
Progress in completing the statistical computations has been slow due to the 
amount of manual effort necessary to execute the computer programs. Data dropouts on 
the digitized data tapes have been especially cumbersome to circumvent. Data on the 
cross-polarization channels, which were normally not monitored during the data 
recording, have proven unreliable is most of the data reduction to date. 
The development of the power spectral distribution function and autocorrelation 
function computer routines continued during March. The spectral software is almost 
complete, and the autocorrelation routine should be a straightforward Fourier transform 
derived from spectral routine data. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT!EDUCATION OPPORTUNirf 1."-'STITLJTION 
Mr. Ron Stump -2- /v\ay 17, 1982 
FUTURE WORK 
Statistical reduction of the sea backscatter data will continue in April. Work will 
also continue on the development of software for power spectral density and 
autocorrelation calculations. 
APPROVED: 
J. L. Eaves, Acting Chief 
Radar Applications Division 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. T reb its 
Project Director 
RUN 251 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -27.88000i9 
MEDIAN = -28.1199951 
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ENGJNEERlNG EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 
July7, 1982 
Naval Surface VJeapons Center 
Code F-14 
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448 
Attention: Mr. Ron Stump 
Subject: 
Dear Sir: 
Contract Technical Status Report, "N\ulti-Frequency Radar Sea Backscatter 
Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-O 176, (Georgia Tech Project A-
27 I 7), covering the period from April I, 1982 through April 30, I 982 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
contract for the month of April 1982. 
TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
The graphical output of the statistical and probability density function routines 
was completed for all sea backscatter data runs approved by the Government. 
Representative graphs of amplitude distribution functions and cumulative probability 
functions were included in the CTSR for March. Mean values of sea reflectivity are 
being plotted as functions of frequency, polarization, wind/wave look direction, and sea 
state. 
Software development to generate power spectral density functions and 
autocovariance functions was also continued during this period. Calculation of 
autocovariance functions rather than autocorrelation functions will permit direct 
observation of signal decorrelation times. The autocovariance function goes to zero for 
large lag times, while the autocorrelation function goes to the square of the mean for 
large lag times. The conventional definition of decorrelation time is that lag time where 
the autocovariance equals I /e of its peak (zero lag time) value. Mean value information 
has already been calculated, so autocorrelation information is redundant in that regard 
and inappropriate for determining decorrelation time. 
i\N EQUAL E.\1PLOY'ME!'-t'TtEDUC:\TION OPPORTUNI1Y L'\ISTITUTION 
Mr. Ron Stump -2- July 7, 1982 
FUTURE WORK 
Work will continue on power spectral density and autocovariance function 
software. Tabulation and graphing of mean reflectivity values will continue during the 
next report period. 
APPROVED: 
J. L. Eaves, Associate Director 
Radar and Instrumentation Laboratory 
RNT/dw 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. T reb its 
Project Director 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta. Georgia 30332 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
Code F-14 
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448 
Attention: Mr. Ron Stump 
September 9, 1982 
Subject: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report, "Multi-Frequency Radar 
Sea Backscatter Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-Ol76 
(Georgia Tech Project A-2717), covering the period from May 1 
through May 31, 1982 
Dear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the 
subject contract for the period May 1 through May 31, 1982. 
TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
Graphical data reduction of several of the sea backscatter data sets 
were redone because of an error identified in the computation of illumination 
footprint size. Tabular RCS data are being graphed as functions of polari-
zation, frequency, wind/wave look direction, and antenna depression angle. 
Software development to generate power spectral density and auto-
covariance functions is near completion. Determination of FFT size and 
appropriate window weighting functions is underway. 
FUTURE WORK 
A no-cost contract period extension has been formally requested until 
September 15, 1982 to accommodate delays experienced in reading digitized 
data tapes. Spectral and covariance data reduction will continue. 
APPROVED: 
JO L. Eaves, Associate Director 
Radar and Instrumentation Laboratory 
ResRectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits, Ph.D. 
Project Director 
AN EQUAl.- EMPLOYMENT'EOUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta. Georgia 30332 
September 20, 1982 
r--~avel Surface Weapons Center 
Code F -14 
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448 
Attention: Mr. Ron Stump 
Subject: 
Dear Sir: 
Monthly Contract Technical Status Report, "Multi-Frequency Radar Sea 
Backscatter Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-0176 (Georgia 
Tech Project A-2717), Covering the Period from June 1 through June 30, 
1982. 
This Status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
contract for the period June 1 through June 30, 1982. 
TECHNICAL PROGRESS 
Graphical depictions of sea reflectivity values were completed, showing 
dependency on polarization, frequency, wind/wave look direction, and antenna depression 
angle. Power spectral density function, autocovariance function, and time history 
software were completed. Testing of the appropriate window weighting and sampling 
size is still in progress. Trial testing of the latter set of software had uncovered a 
problem in the routines which integrate several FFT outputs. Corrections were 
implemented and tested which resolved the software descrepancy. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY INSTlfUTION 
Mr. Ron Stump -2- September 20, 1982 
FUTURE WORK 
The requested no-cost extension was approved, extending delivery of the final 
report to September 15, 1982. Power spectral density function, time history, and 
autocovariance data reduction will continue, with completion estimated for mid-August. 
APPROVED: 
J. L. Eaves, Associate Director 
Radar and Instrumentation Laboratory 
RNT/ss 
Respect fully, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
aval Surface Weapons Center 
ode F-14 
ahlgren, Virginia 22448 
ttention: Mr. Ron Stump 
Atlanta. Georgia 30332 
September 22, 1982 
ubject: Monthly Contract Technical Status Report, "Multifrequency Radar Sea 
Backscatter Data Reduction," Contract No. N60921-80-C-Ol76 (Georgia 
Tech Project A-2717), covering the period from July 1 through July 31, 
1982 
ear Sir: 
This status report summarizes program activities performed under the subject 
Jntract for the period July 1 through July 31, 1982. 
~CHNICAL PROGRESS 
Power spectral density and autocovariance software was completed, along with 
caphic output routines. Two separate plots of autocovariance data are included 
~r set: one showing 2,200 milliseconds of data full scale and the second showing 
1 expanded view of the first 100 milliseconds. This depiction clearly indicates 
1e rapid initial signal decorrelation and the longer term slower decorrelation 
:fects. Power spectral density functions indicate 400 and 800 Hz data contami-
ition due to X- and ~-band modulators which used 400 Hz prime power. 
JTURE WORK 
The remaining sea backscatter data will be reduced to power spectral density 
1d autocovariance form. Because of the limited funds remaining, this reduction 
.11 be limited to one depression angle per wind/wave direction: four frequencies, 




L. Eaves, Associate Director 
dar and Instrumentation Laboratory 
Respectfully submitted, 
Robert N. Trebits 
Project Director 
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SUMMARY 
The objective of this research and development program was to reduce radar sea 
clutter backscatter data collected under a variety of radar, geometric, and 
environmental conditions. Simultaneous dual polarization (parallel- and cross-polarized 
components) data were recorded on analog magnetic tape for both horizontal and vertical 
polarization on transmission. Four radar frequencies were utilized during these 
measurements at 9.5, 16, 35, and 95 GHz. The lower two frequencies overlap with the 
radar sea backscatter data base which exists in that frequency region, while the higher 
two frequencies extend that data base into the millimeter wave region. The purpose of 
these measurements was to expand the limited quantity of radar sea backscatter data 
which have been collected at millimeter wave frequencies. 
Four radar systems, the Georgia Tech multifrequency van, and various recording 
equipment were set up atop the Stage II Research Tower, which is operated by the Naval 
Coastal Systems Center (NCSC) in Panama City, Florida. Stage 11 is located three 
kilometers offshore of Panama City Beach in a reasonably open sea environment having a 
mean water depth of twenty meters and a sea bottom which is essentially flat and 
featureless. The Tower includes on-board power generators and living accommodations. 
A variety of sea state conditions were experienced, including sea state 
conditions I through 3. Radar measurements were made for upwind, crosswind, and 
downwind look directions over a range of antenna depression angles between I and I 0 
degrees (limited only by signal-to-noise ratio). Radar data recording was complemented 
by documentation of wind speed and direction, significant wave height and wave 
direction, temperature, barometric pressure, and relative humidity at Stage II. A total 
of 146 data runs were recorded, and 46 calibration runs are associated with these data. 
AJI four radar systems transmitted either horizontal or vertical polarization and 
simultaneously received the paratrel- and cross-polarized components of the 
backscattered signal. All systems employed logarithmic IF amplifiers. Signal sampling 
was performed simultaneously for all eight radar signals (parallel- and cross-polarization 
times four) for recording by FM tape recorders. Monitoring of the sampled radar signals 
was provided by CRT displays and strip chart recorders. 
System calibration for the X-, Ku-, and Ka-band radars was effected using signal 
generators and calibrated attenuators. The 95 GHz radar was calibrated using the 
iii 
backscattered signal from a trihedral corner reflector at a shore site and a calibrated 
attenuator. The vertical multipath interference field at all four frequencies was probed 
using a trihedral corner reflector on a motor driven mount at the shore site. 
The tasks performed on this research and development program comprise the 
reduction of the recorded sea backscatter data to statistical descriptors. Subtasks to 
accomplish this data reduction included: (I) digitization of the sea backscatter data 
recorded on analog FM magnetic tape, (2) calibration of the data to correspond to radar 
reflectivity units, (3) computation of amplitude distribution functions and statistical 
descriptors (mean, median, and standard deviations values), and (4) computation of 
correlation and spectral functions (autocovariance functions and power spectral density 
functions). Reduced data are presented in graphic and tabular formats as functions of 
radar frequency, polarization, geometry, and environmental conditions. 
The definition of the current work effort precluded any but cursory analysis of the 
reduced sea backscatter data. A limited analysis is presented graphically in the plots of 
sea reflectivity versus depression angle for common radar frequencies and 
polarizations. Correlation and spectral reduction of the data was limited due to time and 
cost considerations, but additional correlation and spectral data reduction is not 
warranted as these properties are not strongly dependent on radar frequency nor 
polarization. 
Georgia Tech recommends, however, that a comprehensive data analysis program 
be undertaken to fully exploit the information content of these new sea reflectivity 
data. This analysis program would include: (I) determination of decorrelation time; 
(2) computation of polarization cross-covariance function; (3) identification of frequency 
dependency on .mean reflectivity, spectral character, and polarization (parol Jel and cross 
components) relationship; (4) comparison of HV and VH components of the sea 
reflectivity scattering matrix (amplitude only); and (5) refining Georgia Tech's sea 
reflectivity model. A twelve month, one and one-half person year effort is proposed to 
accomplish this effort. 
iv 
PREFACE 
A multi frequency radar, data reduction program has been performed by personnel 
of the Radar and Instrumentation Laboratory of the Engineering Experiment Station at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Georgia. Dr. Robert N. Trebits served as 
Project Director of this program, which was designated Georgia Tech Project A-2717. 
This program was sponsored by the Guidance and Control Block Program, Nova[ Surface 
Weapons Center in Dahlgren, Virginia under Contract No. N60921-80-C-O 176. Mr. Ron 
Stump (Code F-14) served as the Project Engineer for the Navy. 
This final technical report covers efforts performed between June 1981 and 
September I 982. The authors of this report are Dr. Robert N. Trebits and Mr. Benjamin 
Perry. The guidance and assistance provided by Navy personnel has been greatly 
appreciated, with particular acknowledgment directed to Mr. Ron Stump of the Naval 
Surface Weapons Center. 
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The technical thrust of this research effort was to reduce multifrequency sea 
backscatter data to sets of statistical descriptors. Radar reflectivity data, collected at 
X-, Ku-, Ka-band, and 95 GHz under a previous contract, were digitized and reduced to 
amplitude, spectral, and correlation descriptors using computer software generated by 
Georgia Tech. The output of this effort is a set of tabular radar reflectivity data and 
graphical depictions of amplitude histograms, power spectral density functions, and 
autocovariance functions. 
The current research effort was part of a multiple phase program, sponsored by 
the Naval Surface Weapons Center, to (I) assess the quantity and quality of the 
millimeter wave sea reflectivity data base; (2) design a multifrequency sea reflectivity 
experiement; (3) perform the indicated data collection exercise; (4) reduce the analog 
recorded data to digitial magnetic tape and statistical descriptors; and (5) analyze/model 
the reduced calibrated sea reflectivity data. The goal of this overall Navy program is to 
expand the millimeter wave radar reflectivity data base over a wide range of 
(I) environmental parameters characteristic of open sea conditions; (2) geometric 
parameters such as depression angle, look direction, and range; and (3) radar parameters 
such as frequency and polarization. Background information is included in this 
introduction to acquaint the reader with the historic development of this current data 
reduction program, including a description of the radar experiment and data 
collection/calibration procedures. 
1.2 BACKGROUND 
One of the current threat scenarios regarding ship defense includes aircraft and 
guided missiles flying very close to the sea surface. Tracking these low flying threats 
with radar has been a continuing requirement for the Navy. The radar systems of today's 
fleet operate at frequencies below approximately 16 GHz and are subject to severely 
degraded performance when attempting to track targets at low incidence angles, i.e., 
small grazing angles. 
l 
Among the sources of this degraded radar tracking performance are (I) multipath 
interference effects, (2) poor spatial resolution, and (3) false target indications. 
Multipath interference results from the constructive and destructive recombination of 
signals following direct and indirect paths to and from a target and is especially 
pronounced at small grazing angles. Spatial resolution in the elevation and azimuth 
dirnensions is limited by the antenna beamwidth, which is essentially a function of 
operating frequency and aperture dimensions. False target indications called "sea spikes" 
can result from reflections by wave structures which cause the backscattered signal to 
remain correlated for several seconds. 
Using millimeter waves should improve the radar tracking of low flying aircraft 
and missiles relative to the tracking performance obtained by today's systems. In the 
millimeter wave region the sea facet and ripple components would be comparable in size 
to the radar wavelength, which should result in the sea surface appearing to be "rougher" 
at these higher frequencies than at frequencies below I 0 GHz. Since the degree of 
tracking degradation due to multipath interference is a function of surface smoothness, 
the "roughness" of the sea at millimeter wave frequencies would help decrease this 
interference effect.( I) For a given antenna aperture use of a higher operating frequency 
will result in a narrower beamwidth, thereby improving angular resolution. Analyses of 
limited millimeter wave sea clutter data indicate that the occurrence of "sea spikes" 
may be less of an operational problem at millimeter wave frequencies than it is in the 
microwave region.<2) 
For at least these aforesaid reasons interest in shipboard utilization of millimeter 
wave radar systems has increased within the last few years. At the same time, however, 
the breadth of basic millimeter wave radar sea reflectivity data is inadequate.<3) Such 
data are essential for system concept formulation and the prediction and evaluation of 
system detection and tracking performance. Mathematical modeling of this type of data 
(descriptive of radar, geometric, and environmental parameters) has historically been 
used to develop an overall system performance model. The present day millimeter wave 
sea reflectivity data base is not extensive enough to confidently model with the 
necessary accuracy. 
To help in establishing this broad data base, the Navy funded the Engineering 
Experiment Station at the Georgia Institute of Technology to aid in the selection of a 
test site representative of open sea conditions which will permit the collection of 
appropriate low angle sea backscatter data. A test plan was likewise developed to 
2 
outline the desired data matrix and to establish the collection and recording procedures 
for a multifrequency radar experiment spanning both the microwave and the millimeter 
wave regions. (4) The effectuation of this radar sea backscatter experiment and a 
preliminary analysis of a sample of the recorded data represent the thrust of this 
technical report. 
Jt should be noted that the intent of this multi-frequency radar sea backscatter 
experiment included a broader range of measurements than was actually completed. The 
optimistic goals of the original test plan included both backscatter and multipath 
experiments, for example. Due to radar malfunctions, inclement weather, and budget 
limited time on site, however, the results of the exercise were less broadreaching. 
However, it was never the intent of this exercise to address all aspects regarding the 
utilization of millimeter waves for naval application. Thus, the impact of the present 
work toward future system concept formulation regarding detection and tracking must 
necessarily be limited to just areas of applicability. 
Sea backscatter measurements made simultaneously at several radar frequencies 
will permit more accurate modeling of sea reflectivity well into the millimeter wave 
region. The accurate characterization of the radar sea backscatter in the millimeter 
wave frequency region will allow correspondingly more accurate prediction of radar 
system performance in this frequency region. 
The simultantity of these radar sea backscatter measurements permits parametric 
characterization of the return signals for nearly identical geometric and environmental 
conditions as a function of radar frequency. The measurements made at 9.5 GHz 
reference the extensive data base which has been documented in the microwave region, 
while those at I 6, 35, and 95 GHz extend the radar sea clutter data base into the 
millimeter wave region. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the current data reduction program included: 
I. Digitization of the analog data recorded on 14-track, F M magnetic tope; 
2. Delivering to the Navy copies of all digitized data tapes, with complete tape 
documentation; 
3. Reduction of the digital data to calibrated radar reflectivity statistical 
descriptors, including amplitude histograms, power spectral density 
functions, and autocovariance functions; 
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4. Documentation of the data reduction procedure in a technical report. 
The data reduction procedures described in this report, therefore, comprise Phase 4 of a 
five phase millimeter wave research program, as defined in Section 1.1. The next logical 
phase is the analysis and modeling of these reduced data to permit the data to be more 
useful to the radar system designer/analyst. 
1.4 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
This measurement program addressed the collection of sea backscatter data at 
near grazing incidence to the sea surface at frequencies of 9.5, 16, 35, and 95 GHz. 
These measurements were conducted from the Stage II Research Tower, which is located 
approximately 3 kilometers offshore of Panama City Beach, Florida and is operated by 
the Naval Coastal Systems Center (NCSC). In addition to sea backscatter measurements 
at these frequencies, limited measurements to determine multipath interference effects 
in the millimeter wave region were also conducted. This field operation covered the time 
period of November 1978 through January 1979. (5) 
Sea backscatter data consist of noncoherent reflectivity (amplitude only) of the 
sea surface for both horizontal and vertical transmission polarizations, at each of the 
four indicated frequencies. For each transmitted polarization, both the paralfel- and 
cross-polarization components of the radar cross section per unit area (a 
0
) may be 
determined yielding HH, HV, VV, and VH polarization combinations. Simultaneous 
recording at all four frequencies was conducted in order that the recorded data represent 
as near identical sea and environment conditions as could be obtained. 
Environmental data, including air temperature, wind direction/speed, wave height, 
barometric pressure, and relative humidity, were documented concurrent with the 
received radar power data. This information can be used to correlate environmental 
parameters with radar signal characteristics. This correlation could then be manifested 
in a sea clutter model as specific parametric dependencies, mathematically formulated. 
The general procedure which was undertaken to determine a 0 and related 
statistical descriptors was to record sampled radar video signals on FM tape from each of 
the separate radar systems. System transfer functions were determined using calibrated 
signal sources and appropriate attenuation. A verification to this calibration procedure 
was provided by recording the signals reflected from a reference corner reflector having 
a known radar cross section. When the system parameters are accurately determined, 
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the measured received signals from the reference reflector will match the signals 
calculated for a specified range. Inability to attain calibration verification in this 
manner will indicate radar system problems or non-standard propagation conditions. 
Where signal sources were unavailable or could not be utilized, a corner reflector 
calibration procedure alone was used (95 GHz). 
1.5 OAT A REDUCTION 
The first step in the data reduction process was the transformation of the analog 
data into computer compatible, digital form using a 12-bit, high-speed, analog-to-digital 
(A/D) converter. For the 9.5, 16, and 35 GHz radar data, the maximum and minimum 
signal levels drawn from the step calibration runs were used to adjust the input signal 
dynamic range into the A/D converter. For the 95 GHz radar data, the maximum level 
used was the return from the calibration corner reflector. This conditioning of the 
signals was performed to avoid saturation of the A/D converter and was repeated for 
each data set. The digitized data were recorded in multiplexed format on 9-track 
magnetic tape.(6) 
The actual data reduction began with analytical representations of the radar 
receiver transfer functions using best fit cubic equations. The step calibration measured 
for each radar was used to generate a cubic equation to best represent the transfer 
function. Using these transfer functions, the return levels from the corner reflectors 
were determined. The effect of multipath interference was accounted for by matching 
cuts through the measured elevation multipath field, using the positionable corner 
reflector, with calculated multipath patterns. This process resulted in on esti,mate of the 
actual received corner reflector power that could be directly related to computer 
reflector cross section. This received corner reflector power was then compared to the 
power value calculated from known radar system parameters, geometry, and losses. In 
general, when the power values resulting from these two approaches match within 3 dB, 
the calibration process is said to "close," thus enhancing confidence in the recorded data. 
Once the calibration procedure was completed, the radar cross section (RCS) data 
(square meters) were normalized to reflectivity (m2!m2) by dividing the RCS by the 
illuminated area. Then the reflectivity data were mathematically characterized by 
computing various statistical parameters as a function of radar, geometric, and 
environmental conditions. The following statistical descriptors were calculated from the 




I. Time Histories 
2. Probability Amplitude Density Functions (PADF) 
3. Cumulative Amplitude Density Functions (CADF) 
4. Means, Medians, and Standard Deviations 
5. Auto-Covariance Functions 
6. Power Spectral Density Functions (PSDF). 
In alt radar cases, an estimate of the statistical accuracy of these processed data 
was determined, using the characteristics of the experimental equipment, the calibration 





This section describes the measurement equipment used in the multifrequency 
radar, sea backscatter measurement program. Included are parameter lists of the four 
radar systems employed and a description of the supporting equipment used to record and 
monitor the data. 
The X-band (nominally 9.5 GHz) radar system was used to provide the sea 
backscatter data which will serve as a reference to the extensive data base at that 
frequency. The system parameters for the X-band radar appear in Table I, and a block 
diagram of this system is depicted in Figure I. The antenna used in these measurements 
was a steerable, 1.5 meter diameter ( 1.5 degrees azimuth beamwidth) paraboloidal dish 
with a dual mode coupler feed so that either horizontal or vertical polarization could be 
transmitted, while both the parallel- and cross-polarization components of the 
backscattered signal were received. 
The Ku-band (nominally 16 GHz) radar system had a 1.2 meter diameter, 
paraboloidal dish antenna which resulted in a 1.5 degrees azimuth beamwidth, the same 
as that of the X-band radar. The system parameters for the Ku-band radar appear in 
Table 2, and a block diagram of this system is depicted in Figure 2. The Ku-band radar 
system employed a pulse width of 50 nanoseconds resulting in a footprint on the sea 
surface nearly identical to that of the X-band radar. The Ku-band radar also employed a 
dual mode coupler feed such that either vertical or horizontal polarization could be 
transmitted. Both parallel- and cross-polarization components of the reflected power 
were received simultaneously. 
The Ka-band (nominally 35 GHz) radar system was dual polarized (horizontal and 
vertical). The system parameters for the K
0
-band radar appear in Table 3, and a block 
diagram of this system is depicted in Figure 3. The radar system was physically 
contained in an enclosure mounted on a remotely controlled positionable pedestal for 
steering the radar/antenna. The enclosure was designed so that either linear polarization 
could be transmitted by appropriate physical re-orientation of the mount. As with the 
other systems, both linear orthogonal polarization components were received 
simultaneously. 
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Figure l• Block Diagram of X-Band Radar System. 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram for Ku-Band Radar System. 
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Parallel Channel Video Cross Channel Video 
Figure 3. Block Diagram of Ka-Band Radar System. 
Because of the low grazing angles investigated during this measurement program, 
the spot size of the radar footprint was essentially pulse width limited. Note that the 
antenna dish of the Ka -band radar was a 0.9 meter diameter paraboloidal dish with an 
azimuth beamwidth of 0.7 degrees, approximately half that of either the X- or Ku-bond 
system. Since it was desirable that all of the footprints be of comparable area, the pulse 
width of the Ka-bond radar was modified to be 100 nanoseconds, to compensate for its 
smaller azimuth beamwidth. 
The 95 GHz radar system that was used during the measurement program utilized 
an extended interaction oscillator (EIO) as the RF source and hod a peak output power of 
I kW. Other significant system parameters ore summarized in Table 4, and a block 
diagram of this system is depicted in Figure 4. The 95 GHz radar and antenna were 
constructed as a single unit, except for the controls and power supplies. This allowed 
both higher frequency radars to be mounted on a common pedestal for convenient 
azimuth and elevation orientation. Since the 95 GHz paraboloidal antenna had a 
beamwidth of 0. 7 degrees, the pulse width was also modified to be 100 nanoseconds to 
match footprint sizes of the other radar systems. In addition, this increased pulse width 
resulted in a larger received sea backscatter power, which somewhat compensated for 
the low transmitted power. Horizontal or vertical polarization was transmitted by 
alteration of the radar orientation, and both parallel- and cross-polarization components 
of the backscatter were received simultaneously. 
The data documentation and recording systems utilized during this measurement 
program included FM magnetic tape and strip chart recording equipment. Sea clutter 
backscatter data generated by each radar system were sampled and held at the pulse 
repetition rate. Synchronization of the radar systems was provided by a master clock, 
which was also used to trigger the sampling circuits. Figure 5 shows the portion of the 
measurement equipment which was housed in and atop the multifrequency von. The eight 
sampled video signals, representing the parallel- and cross-polarization components of 
the received sea backscatter signals, were fed into a set of line drivers, as depicted in 
the diagram, and then through approximately 30 meters of twisted pair wires to a set of 
line receivers in the lnstrument control room. 
Figure 6 depicts the line receivers and recording equipment housed in the 
instrument control room. The I ine receivers were provided with gain and offset controls 
for each channel. Through the use of these controls, the dynamic range of each video 
radar signal could be optimized, and clipping of each signal could be avoided. Two video 
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Figure 4. Block Diagram of 95 GHz Rada:r System 
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Figure 6. Measurement Recording and Monitoring System Block Diagram. 
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signals from each of the four radar systems plus a time code signal were usually 
recorded; these nine video signals, in addition to audio annotation, were recorded on a 
Sangamo fourteen track FM tape recorder. Several of the video signals (including the 
time code) were also recorded on a CEC seven track FM magnetic tape recorder for on-
site data analysis. Recording on FM tape was performed at 7-1/2 inches per second at 
IRIG intermediate band, with a recording bandwidth of 0 to 2,500 Hz. The audio 
annotation was recorded on the edge track of the CEC tape recorder. The radar video 
signals recorded on the fourteen track Sangamo recorder were monitored from the 
recorder playback heads using CRT video monitors (displays) to verify proper recording 
of these data. The time code from the fourteen track recorder was displayed on a time 
code reader, and the voice track was continuously played back through a speaker for 
verification. The four parallel-polarization channels were also monitored on a strip chart 
recorder to provide yet another means of data verification. 
No facilities were available for recording meteorological data at Stage II itself, 
but air and sea environmental parameters were continuously sampled and transmitted 
ashore to NCSC, where they were recorded and analyzed. Recorded information 
consisted of a periodically sampled readout of the following parameters: air 
temperature, barometric pressure, relative humidity, wind speed and direction, wave 
height and direction, and current speed and direction. 
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The procedures used in collection of the sea backscatter data are discussed in this 
section. Four basic types of measurement activities were carried out during this 
experiment: radar calibration, multipath measurements, sea backscatter measurements, 
and environmental data collection. These activities are discussed in the following 
subsections. 
3.1 RADAR CALIBRATION 
Two types of calibration techniques were used during this experiment: the first 
was the injection of known power levels into the radar receiver signal paths, while the 
second consisted of recording the backscattered signal from a calibration reflector of 
known radar cross section and range from the radar system. The general signal injection 
calibration technique is illustrated in Figure 7. 
The signal injection technique was performed at 9, 16, and 35 GHz, but not at 95 
GHz because a 95 GHz calibrated signal source was unavailable. The procedure for 
calibration consisted of injecting a known power level from a calibrated signal source 
into the receiver by means of a waveguide coupler and varying the power level from 
receiver saturation to below the receiver noise level in equal steps (normally 10 dB 
steps). The outputs of the receiver were recorded on FM magnetic tape for each level. 
The resulting set of recorded voltages defined the transfer function of the receiver. A 
typical radar system transfer function is shown in Figure B. The losses between the 
signal source and the receiver and between the receiver and the antenna were measured 
as was the peak transmitted power. Knowledge of the antenna gain allowed the various 
set levels to be directly related to radar cross section for a given range via use of the 
radar range equation. Thus, the radar reflectivity of the sea was calibrated relative to 
the set levels, in square meters. 
Signal generators were used for calibration of the X-band and Ku-band radars. A 
Ku-band signal generator and a frequency doubler provided the necessary input signals 
for calibration of the Ka -band radar. 
The second calibration technique involved boresighting all of the radars on a 
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Figure 8. Typical Radar System Transfer Curve. 
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II. The radar return from the Tower was about 5 dB less than that of the corner reflector 
at X-band, and was even less at the other frequencies. The returns were recorded for 
each of the radars and, thus, established a signal reference point ·for each of the radars. 
In the case of the 95 GHz radar, an RF attenuator was used to generate a set of voltage 
levels referenced to the corner reflector's radar cross section. It was not, however, 
possible to calibrate the cross-polarization channel of the 95 GHz radar. Recall that 
both polarization channels were calibrated at X-, Ku-, and Ka-bands. All radar data 
were recorded on 14-track FM magnetic tape. 
The two calibration techniques could be related at 9, 16, and 35 GHz by comparing 
the level received from the corner reflector for each radar with its calculated level 
based on the injected signal calibration. If the two calibration techniques checked within 
3 dB, the calibrations were said to "close," thus greatly enhancing the confidence in the 
calibration accuracies. 
At 95 GHz, path propagation losses were considered when calculating radar cross 
section. Calculations which assumed sea level altitude and I 00 percent relative humidity 
were used to estimate path loss for the preliminary data analyses performed. 
Calibrations were usually performed at the start and end of each day of data 
taking and also at least once per FM tape to facilitate later analysis. 
3.2 MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE DETERMINATION 
Each day, the multipath effects for the existing sea conditions were measured to 
determine the frequency dependencies of multipath behavior and to determine the 
optimum height of the corner reflector for calibration purposes. The procedure for 
performing the multi path measurements included: (I) mounting a trihedral corner 
reflector on a motorized stand at the shore tower, (2) boresighting all four radars on the 
corner reflector, and (3) slowly raising, then lowering, the corner reflector in height 
while simultaneously recording the returns from all four radars. The corner reflector 
height could be varied a total of 3 meters using the motorized stand. This allowed at 
least two nulls to be seen at all four frequency bands. The height of the corner reflector 
was monitored at the shore tower while it was being moved, and height position was 
radioed to Stage II so that it could be entered on the voice track of the F M tape 
recorder. A reflector height corresponding to a multi path peak was selected for 
calibration of the 95 GHz radars. 
3.3 SEA BACKSCATTER MEASUREMENTS 
After the initial calibration and multipath measurements were completed each 
day, sea backscatter data were taken. Table 5 lists the data which were desired during 
the course of the experiment. The measurements performed depended on the existing 
wind direction and wave height. For instance, for certain wind directions upwind and 
downwind data could not both be gathered. Also, for low wave heights, the crosswind and 
downwind returns were near the noise level because of the low return amplitudes. Pulse 
repetition rates used were 2,000 pps before January and approximately 1,400 pps during 
January. 
The measurement procedure typically consisted of the following steps: 
1. The four radars were pointed upwind. 
2. The 16 GHz radar antenna was depressed to approximately 8 degrees, where 
the peak of the sea backscatter was observed at a delay time just greater than 
the receiver recovery time. 
3. The other three radars were depressed until the sea returns on the 
multichannel A-scope were aligned in range with the 16 GHz radar. 
4. The sampling gate was set on the "hump" (i.e., the peak) of the returns on the 
"A" scope. 
5. Data were recorded for 3 minutes. 
6. The transmitted polarizations were changed (horizontal to vertical or vertical 
to horizontal), and data were recorded at the same depression angle. The X-
and Ku -band radar polarizations were set inside the van with waveguide 
switches (see Figures 5 and 6, respectively). The K -band and 95 GHz radar a 
polarizations were set by physically rotating the systems on their mounts. 
7. The 16 GHz radar was raised to approximately a 6° depression angle, and the 
other radars were aligned with it again. 
8. The above procedure was repeated until the depression angle became small 
enough so that an inadequate signal-to-noise ratio was obtained. 
9. The radars were pointed crosswind, and the procedure was repeated. 
10. Finally, the procedure was repeated for downwind (when possible). 
The radars were aligned in azimuth by the use of protractors attached to each 
radar rotating axis. During data-taking, the parallel channel video returns were 
monitored on A-scope displays, and the corresponding recorded data were monitored on 
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TABLE 5. SEA BACKSCATTER MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS 
ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS 
Sea State (Douglas) 
Wavefront Direction 
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Horizontal and Vertical 
I Range Cell, Parallel- and Cross-
Polarization Components of 
Backscattered Signa 1 
strip chart recorders. Thus, problems such as saturated receivers or recorder problems 
became immediately obvious. Because of the long data recording times, it was usually 
not possible to obtain more than one complete data set (upwind, downwind, and 
crosswind) per day. A "good" day's data with favorable environmental conditions 
consisted of upwind, downwind, and crosswind data at all four frequency bands, vertical 
and horizontal transmitted polarizations, received parallel- and cross-polarizations, 
depression angles of 8 degrees down to approximately I degree, and a single wave height 
condition during data gathering. 
The range gate delays were independently adjustable from the pre-trigger 
reference pulse to compensate for different modulator delays between radar systems. 
Range gate delays for both polarization channels of each radar system were the same. 
Range gate widths were matched to the associated radar pulse length in each case. 
3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL OAT A COLLECTION 
The air temperature, barometric pressure, and relative humidity were measured 
using standard Climet brand sensors. At intervals of 25 to 30 minutes, sets of 25 data 
points for each parameter were collected over a period of a few minutes. These data 
were then digitized and averaged, and the result was stored on a floppy disk. Wind speed 
information was sampled continuously at a rate of approximately I 0 samples per minute 
from the output of a Climet brand anemometer. This information was digitized and then 
stored; every 25 minutes, the latest set of this data was run through a histogram 
algorithm and displayed in that format. The mode of the histogram was taken to be the 
representative wind speed for that time period and was also stored on a floppy disk. The 
wind direction was measured with a Climet brand micropotentiometer. This information 
was sampled and analyzed in the same fashion as wind speed data; it was then displayed 
as a histogram scaled from 5° to 360° in 5° intervals, and the mode was taken as the 
"average value." This average wind direction was also stored on a floppy disk. 
Wave heights were measured using four Marsh-McBirney, ten foot, reistance wave 
staffs. Wave height information was sampled continuously at a rate of approximately 
three samples per second and transmitted to NCSC, where it was stored on floppy disks. 
Every 25 or 30 minutes, a set of wave height data from one of the staffs was analyzed. 
The data points and their squares were summed, and the results were used to calculate 
the mean and the standard deviation of the wave height. This information was used to 
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compute highest one-third wave heights. Other conventional sea state parameters, which 
are often wave height value and the average wave height value, were also calculated. 
The results were stored in the same fashion as the rest of the data. 
For reference, Table 6 illustrates the relationships between wind speed, 
significant wave height, and Douglas sea state number. Note that the significant wave 
height is defined as the average height of the highest one-third of the waves (crest to 
trough). 
Wave direction information was determined in the following manner. For the 
desired day and time, the wave height information returned from the four wave staffs 
was retrieved from floppy disk. A set of 256 data points from each wave staff was run 
through a fast Fourier transform algorithm. The resulting spectra were used to derive 
the cross-phase of all possible pairs of wave staffs, and these values were used to 
determine a wave direction for each pair of staffs. These six directions were then 
combined to produce a final average wave direction. This form of wave direction 
derivation was not performed routinely, but rather on request for specific dates and 
times. Representative graphic output is shown in Appendix D. 
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SECTION 4 
DATA DIGITIZAT10N AND REDUCTION 
4.1 A/D CONVERSION 
4.1.1 EQUIPMENT DESCRlPTION 
The first step in the eventual reduction of the recorded sea backscatter data was 
the transformation of the analog data into computer compatible digital form using a high 
speed A/D converter. A Honeywell 101 14-track FM tape recorder was used to reproduce 
the analog signals. In addition to the eight channels of radar data, the voice annotation 
and recorded time code were reproduced to assist the operator in the digitization 
procedure. The Computer Products A/D converter employed provides an output accuracy 
of 12-bits (±2048) over an input voltage range of_± I 0 volts. The reproduced radar signals 
were adjusted using signal conditioners to make optimum use of this voltage range. In 
addition to amplification and biasing, the signal conditioners were used to low pass filter 
the signals at 4 kHz to remove the high frequency ripple that had been introduced during 
the recording process. The eight conditioned signals were then routed to the A/D 
converter and were continuously monitored by using oscilloscopes and an eight channel 
strip chart recorder. The sampling trigger pulse for the A/D converter was provided by a 
pulse generator and monitored by using a frequency meter. The output signal of the A/D 
converter was buffered and recorded on digital tape by the SEL 32/55 computer. The 
SEL 32/55 computer employs standard extended version 4 FORTRAN; copies of the 
programs used were delivered to the Navy. Approximately 100 kilobytes of memory were 
required for the A/D conversion and recording process, as well as three peripheral 
devices: a high speed disk drive, a magnetic tape drive, and a high speed line printer. 
4.1.2 DIGITIZA TION PROCEDURE 
A standard set of sea backsc;atter data consisted of three step calibration runs, a 
mul tipath test run, and a number of sea backscatter data runs. In each of the step 
calibration runs, the actual step calibration was preceded by signals corresponding to 
minimum input power and maximum input power. The first signal represented receiver 
noise. The second signal represented maximum power out of the signal generator for 9.5, 
16, and 35 GHz radars and the unattenuated return from a corner reflector for the 95 
GHz radar. These signal levels were used in the digitization procedure to adjust the 
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signal conditioners for optimum utilization of the voltage range of the A/D converter {!10 
volts). The maximum and minimum signals were usually set at ..:t. 8 volts to avoid 
saturating the AID converter. This procedure provided a guard band of 2 volts in case 
any signals proved to be greater than the injected maximum signal from the signal 
generator or the corner reflector. 
Once the ranges of the signals were set, the effect of the signal conditioners on a 
square wave of known amplitude· was recorded. This same square wave was then 
periodically injected into the signal conditioners to verify lack of drift in the 
amplification or DC offset. This procedure was repeated for each set of data, and no 
measurable drift was ever discovered. 
When the signals had been properly conditioned, digitization proceeded in the 
chronological fashion in which the data were recorded. For step calibration runs, I 0 
seconds of data were digitized and recorded at each power level between maximum and 
minimum, inclusive. For multipath tests and sea backscatter runs, data for a specific 
length of time, usually on the order of three minutes, were digitized and recorded. 
The 12-bit digitized data were recorded in multiplexed format on 9-track 
magnetic tape in blocks of 4,000 16-bit bytes as integer numbers ranging from -2,048 to 
+2,048. The additional 4-bits per byte were not used. Each file of data corresponds to an 
individual data run and is preceded by a header buffer which completely describes the 
parameters of the data set. 
4.2 DATA REDUCTION 
The digitized data, which basically represent received power levels, were 
calibrated to square meters by reference to the return power from a trihedral corner 
reflector of known cross section. These cross section data (in m2) were then normalized 
by dividing the data by the area of the illuminated sea patch to obtain reflectivity data 
(m2tm2). The normalized data were then reduced to statistical parameters, which can be 
divided into two groups: amplitude descriptors and temporal/spectral descriptors. The 
amplitude processing consisted of computing means, medians, and standard deviations as 
well as probability amplitude density functions and cumulative amplitude density 
functions. The temporal/spectral descriptors consisted of time histories, power spectral 
density functions, and autocovariance functions. 
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4.2.1 CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES 
Two independent calibration techniques were used for the X-, Ku -, and Ka -band 
radars to establish confidence in the sea clutter reflectivity data. The first technique 
involved injecting a set of known RF power levels into each radar receiver to establish 
the receiver transfer function. This procedure was not performed for the 95 GHz radar 
for lack of a signal source. During the data reduction, each set of power levels was 
regressively fit to a cubic equation which best matched the actual receiver power 
levels. Next, the power reflected from a trihedral corner reflector of known cross 
section was recorded. The actual corner reflector return power in decibels with respect 
to a milliwatt (dBm) was determined by comparing the corner reflector power to the 
receiver transfer function. This procedure provided a correlation between radar cross 
section in decibels per square meter (dBsm) and return power in dBm. 
The second technique verified the measured corner reflector return power. The 
radar range equation was employed to calculate the power received from the corner 
reflector at the radar antenna. Values for the measured transmitted power, system 
losses, and reflector cross section were used to calculate a signal level out of the 
receiver. If this computed signal level closely matched ( J-3 dB) the measured power 
for the corner reflector return, the calibration was said to "close," and the confidence in 
the sea clutter reflectivity data was greatly enhanced. 
The effect of multipath interference had to be accounted for to accurately 
determine the average return signal level from the corner reflector. Each calibration 
run was accompanied by a probe of the vertical multipath field. This probe was 
accomplished by raising and lowering the reference corner reflector through 10 feet of 
travel while the radars were boresighted on it. The resulting multipath interference 
returns were compared to theoretically generated patterns, and an estimate of the 
average radar cross section of the corner reflector was made. Observation of the 
measured multipath probe data indicates that the effect is negligible at 35 GHz and 
unobserable at 95 GHz for wave height conditions above sea state 1 (wave height less 
than 1 foot). This result is consistent with theoretical predictions based on the Rayleigh 
roughness criterion, which states that a surface is considered smooth if 
8h sin 8 < "AI B where e is the grazing angle and 8h is the r.m.s. surface 
roughness. For sea surfaces, Pierson, Neumann, and James estimated that 8h is 
approximately one-fourth of the significant wave height.(7) At 35 GHz, this implies that 
the sea surface is considered smooth if the significant wave height is less than one foot. 
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At 95 GHz, it must be less than one-third foot. During this sea clutter measurement 
program, few data were collected for such low sea states. Consequently, the sea surface 
was never completely smooth at the higher frequencies. This does not mean that 
multipath was not present; even for a slightly rough surface, a certain amount of 
interference occurs. However, the multipath field probed with the corner reflector over 
such a surface would be considerably degraded from the purely theoretical one. For this 
reason, degradation of the pattern was taken into account when comparing the measured 
and theoretical multipath fields. 
The final step in the calibration process was to normalize the cross section data 
On m2) to the standard units for reflectivity, m2/m2• This was done by dividing the cross 
section data by the reflecting area which was a function of the pulse length, the 
beamwidth, and the range to the target cell, each of which varied from radar to radar. 
The calibration results for each radar are presented below. 
4.2.1.1 X-Band 
The first step in the calibration process was the measurement of the actual 
transmit power of the radar as deployed in the field. This was accomplished by using a 
power meter to measure the power out of the transmitter at the point where the 
calibration signal generator was normally connected, as is shown in Figure 1. The losses 
from the transmitter to this point include a 30 dB coupler and a 3 dB hybrid. The 
measured power at the signal generator port was 2.5 dBm. This means that the power 
out of the transrnitter was 30 dB + 3 dB + 2.5 dBm = 35.5 dBm. The loss from the 
transmitter to the antenna feed was 2 dB, so the average power being transmitted was 
33.5 dBm, or 2.24 watts. Dividing this value by the duty cycle (1.006 x 10-4) resulted in 
an actual peak power of 22 kW. 
The transmitted power (22 kW) and the other radar parameters were used to 
calculate the average received power from the 27.5 dBsm corner reflector using the 
radar range equation, 
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where 
pt = peak power 
G = antenna gain 
A = wavelength 
a = corner reflector cross section 
R = range, and 
L = system losses 
The system losses consisted of 2 dB through the antenna and duplexer, 1.5 dB through the 
precision attenuator and the TR switch, and 4.5 dB through the receiver. The average 
received power thus calculated was -30.35 dBm. 
The measured losses from the calibration signal generator included 3.5 dB to the 
coupler, 4.5 dB from the coupler to the mixer, and 20 dB from the coupler itself. Thus, 
the total loss from the signal generator to the receiver was 28 dB. This means that a 
theoretical received corner reflector power of -30.35 dBm at the mixer corresponded to 
a signal generator output of 28 - 30.35 = -2.35 dBm. Thus, the corner reflector cross 
section is directly related to the power out of the reference signal generator. 
The measured corner reflector power was derived from the muftipath tests to 
close the calibration. The measured multipath . field was matched to theoretically 
derived patterns which were used to determine an average value for the power returned 
from the corner reflector, relative to the injected signal from the reference signal 
generator. A typical average power measured on December 21, ( 979 was -0.9 dBm. 
Comparison with the theoretical power of -2.35 dBm derived earlier results in a 
mismatch of 1.45 dB. This is very little mismatch considering the sources of error 
present during data collection and reduction; therefore, the X-band calibration can be 
said to be closed. 
4.2.1.2 K -Band 
u 
Aswos-dooe for the X-band radar calibration, the first step in the calibration of 
the Ku -band radar was the measurement of the actual transmitted RF power. The 
average power measured at the 48 dB coupler, shown in Figure 2, was -12 dBm. The 
average power out of the transmitter was therefore 36 dBm. The average power divided 
by the duty cycle (1.007 x 10-4) gives the actual peak power, 39.5 kW. This value is 
approximately I dB less than the power shown in Table 2. The measured transmitter 
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power was used in the radar range equation to calculate the power received from the 
32.3 dBsm corner reflector at the TR switch. The result was -41 dBm; this includes 
I I dB of attenuation through the flexible waveguide between the antenna and the 
receiver. 
The losses measured from the calibration signal generator to the TR switch 
include 15.5 dB through the signal generator isolator, 3 dB due to the hybrid splitter, and 
20 dB through the directional coupler. Thus, the total loss from the signal generator to 
the receiver was 38.5 dB. Therefore, the calculated power of -41 dBm received from the 
corner reflector corresponds to a signal generator power of 38.5- 41 = -2.5 dBm. 
The average measured corner reflector return power at the receiver was derived 
frorn the multipath interference measurements and compared to the injected signal level 
from the calibration signal generator. A typical Ku-band average power thus derived was 
-4.6 dBm. Comparison of this value with the theoretically predicted power of -2.5 dBm 
results in a mismatch of 2.1 dB. This amount is somewhat higher than the X-band 
mismatch value, but it is still reasonable. The Ku-band calibration can, therefore, be 
considered to close. 
4.2.1.3 K -Band a 
Themeasured Ka-band transmitter output power was 5 kW peak. The measured 
system plumbing loss from the transmitter to the antenna was 1.5 dB. The corresponding 
measured line loss to the mixer on receive was 3.2 dB. In addition to these losses, the 
received power from the corner reflector was further reduced by I dB due to 
atmospheric absorption. The calculated received power from the 38.8 dBsm cross 
section, reference corner reflector was calculated using the radar range equation and the 
system parameters in Table 3 to be -31.9 dBm at the mixer. 
The losses from the signal generator to the mixer were determined to relate the 
power at the mixer (-31.9 dBm} to the reference signal generator. With the signal 
generator set on 0 dBm, the power at the input port to the Ka-band receiver was 
measured to be -5.5 dBm. The losses from this point to the mixer included a 3 dB splitter 
and a 20 dB directional coupler. Including these losses, a signal generator output power 
of 0 dBm corresponded to -28.5 dBm at the mixer. Therefore, a received corner 
reflector power of -31.9 dBm at the mixer corresponds to a signal generator output of 
-31.9 + 28.5 -3.4 dBm. 
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As mentioned previously, the measured corner reflector power was derived from 
multipath interference measurements. A typical value for the Ka-band received power 
was -5 dB on the signal generator step calibration. The mismatch between this measured 
value and the calculated one is 1.6 dB. This is a very small mismatch and the Ka-band 
calibration may be considered to close. 
4.2.1.4 95 GHz 
No reference signal generator was available for the 95 GHz radar, so the two 
calibration techniques performed at the other frequencies were not possible at 95 GHz. 
For this reason, the reference corner reflector was used to calibrate the 95 GHz sea 
backscatter data. The 95 GHz radar was boresighted on the. corner reflector, and 
attenuation was inserted in increasing steps of 5 dB until the receiver noise level was 
reached. The observed receiver dynamic range was 40 dB. 
As previously mentioned, both theoretical calculations and observation of the 
multipath tests indicated that multipath interference was unobservable at 95 GHz for the 
sea conditions during data collection. No significant data were collected at 95 GHz for 
wave heights of less than two feet, so that the sea was by definition rough for data 
recorded at 95 GHz. Therefore, no multipath interference power corrections were made 
to measured corner reflector return levels. 
4.2.2 AMPLITUDE PROCESSING 
Once calibrated and normalized, the sea clutter reflectivity logarithmic video 
data were reduced to amplitude statistical parameters. For each channel of data, the 
probability amplitude density function was compiled as a histogram. The dynamic range 
of the histogram was established well beyond the expected dynamic range of the data to 
avoid saturation. The bin size of the histogram was set at one-half dB. While the 
histogram was being compiled, the sum of the amplitude data and the sum of the square 
of the amplitude data were computed. When all of the data for each run had been 







a . = ith reflectivity data sammple, and 
I 
N = number of points. 
The total amount of data reduced per channel in each run varied from 120,000 
data points to 500,000 data points depending on the usable length of the data run. In 
every case, however, no less than one minute of recorded data was reduced; this time 
period was long enough to remove periodic variations in the returned signal strength due 
to wave motions, whose periods were on the order of six seconds. 
Finally, the cumulative probability amplitude functions (CPAF) were con1piled. 
The probability amplitude density function (PADF) historgrams were integrated from the 
lowest bin to the highest bins using the equation 
N 
CPAF(N) = E PADF(n)•8A, 
n=l 
where PADF(n) is the probability density of the nth bin and 8A is the amplitude width of 
each bin. This equation is a numerical approximation to the exact integral form 
X 
CPAF(X) = I PADF(t)dt. 
00 
During this process, the median values of a0 were determined by finding the ao value 
for which the cumulative probability equaled 0.5. When this point occurred between 
histogram bin positions, linear interpolation was used to find the median value. Plots of 
both the PADF and CPADF were produced with the mean, median, and standard 
deviation printed above the plots. These figures are presented in Appendix A as 
functions of data set. 
As part of the presentation of the amplitude data, the mean reflectivity values for 
each set of data were plotted as a function of depression angle. The four parallel 
polarization channel data for the four radars were plotted together. In addition, the 
parallel- and cross-polarization channel data were plotted together to graphically display 
the extent of depolarization of the transmitted signal by the sea surface. 
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On each of these figures, the pertinent meteorological data including sea state, 
wind, and wove direction, significant and apparent wave heights, and wind speed are 
displayed. These environmental data were derived from information provided by the 
Naval Coastal Systems Center (NCSC); the process of this environmental data reduction 
is described in Section 4.2.4. 
Finally, for each set of data runs, all of the above information was compiled into 
tabular form for convenient referencing. These tables, as well as the reflectivity versus 
depression angle plots, are presented in Appendix B. 
4.2.3 TEMPORAL/SPECTRAL PROCESSING 
The calibrated and normalized sea clutter reflectivity data were analyzed for 
correlation and spectral content using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Because of the 
expense of this kind of processing, not all of the data could be analyzed. Instead, the 
most complete data run from each data set was chosen for analysis. A cornpar ison of 
spectra derived from data sets at the extrema of the depression angles indicate that the 
nature of sea clutter spectra is not strongly dependent on depression angle for the range 
of angles over which these data were collected. 
Computer cost and run time considerations set practical limits on the extent of 
the spectral analysis. Total computer memory available limited the size of the FFT 
sample to 4,096 data points. The expected spectral extent of the data at the higher 
frequencies was used as the basis for selecting a sampling rote of 2,014 Hz. At this data 
rate, the sample length of 4,096 points corresponds to 2.05 seconds. Thus, the spectral 
resolution was approximately 0.5 Hz. 
For each data run, 4,096 points of data for each polarization channel were 
collected, calibrated, and delogged. The sample sets were then weighted using the 
Hamming weighting function to reduce frequency sidelobes. 
The 4,096-point sets of weighted data were concatenated with 4,096-point sets of 
zero's before being processed through the FFT routine. This procedure was done to avoid 
ambiguity in the outocovariance functions to be calculated. For each channel of data, 
thirty sets of spectra data were averaged together to produce the final output. This 
integration of data sets hod the effect of reducing some of the "noise" inherent in the 
spectra. Autocorrelation functions were produced from the spectra using the FFT 
routine. The mean value of the input data was then subtracted from the autocorrelation 
function, and the function was then divided by its zero lag time value to produce the 
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normalized autocovariance function. The spectra and autocovariance functions 
calculated for each data set appear in Appendix C. 
4.2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 
The majority of the environmental data was delivered by NCSC to Georgia Tech in 
reduced form. This form included the direction of the wind's source in degrees from 
north, the wind speed in knots, the significant wave height in feet, and the apparent wave 
height in feet. The time interval over which these data were compiled was 
approximately 20 minutes. Also included were three dimensional matrix diagrams of the 
wave direction. Examples of these may be found in Appendix D. The x-y plane is 
delinioted in polar coordinates, where 8 is the compass direction of the wave source, 
and r is the frequency of the waves in Hertz. From this x-y plane, groups of vectors 
extend in the z direction; the vector lengths represent the percent of waves with the 
particular direction and frequency. Each diagram was manually reduced for a dominant 
wave direction by direct observation of the vector data. 
The wind direction and wave direction relative to the radar look direction are 
presented in the figures and tables of Appendices A, B, and C. In addition the wind speed 
and the Douglas sea state, as determined by the significant wave height appear in the 
tables in Appendix B. 
4.2.5 COMPUTATIONAL ERROR SOURCES 
Several sources of potential computational and/or measurement error have been 
identified in the reduction of sea backscatter data to mean reflectivity. Sources of 
computational error include: 
I. A/D quantization error, 
2. Error in receiver transfer function, cubic equation representation, and 
3. ·Roundoff error. 
Analog recorder, line driver/receiver, analog playback, and filter gain/offset effects did 
not impact computation of reflectivity values since the backscatter data and calibration 
signals were all carried through each respective data channel. The analog-to-digital 
conversion of the raw analog data to 12-bit digital form implies a maximum error of one 
part in 4096, or ±0.02%. Roundoff error in the computation process was negligible, since 
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the SEL computer represents data words in 32-bit format and no iterative computational 
techniques were employed. The most significant source of possible computational error 
is in the representation of the logarithmic calibration data by a third order polynomial 
expression. Deviations in logarithmic amplitude between calibration data points and the 
cubic equation transfer function occasionally were as high as 2 dB, although usually less 
than 0.5 dB. The effect of using the cubic equation introduced a non-systematic error in 
the calculations involving unnormalized statistical descriptors, such as mean, median, 
and standard deviation values. A somewhat subjective quantization of the magnitude of 
this error is ±0.5 dB, for all radar frequencies. 
The computation of average normalized radar cross section (reflectivity) from 
RCS data required dividing average cross section values by the area of the illuminated 
sea surface. The illuminated area was elliptical (pulse length limited gemoetry), so that 
the normalizing denominator was a function of (1) the range to the target, (2) the 
azimuthal beamwidth, (3) the pulse length, (4) and the cosine of the antenna depression 
angle. 
The uncertainty in the range (from the two-way time delay) measurement was 
estimated to be + 0.05 s , corresponding to ± 4°/o error for the nearest ranges. 
Uncertainty in the transmitted pulse length was ± 5o/o. Uncertainty in the azimuthal 
beamwidth was estimated to be + 0.1 °, or + 6.7% for X- and K -bands and 14.3°A:. forK -- - u a 
band and 95 GHz. Uncertainty in the cosine of the antenna depression angle was 
estimated to be no more than ±1 o/o. Since all of these factors are multiplicative in the 
calculation of illuminated area, the net percentage error of the computed area is the sum 
of the individual percentage errors, or ±16.7°A:. for X- and Ku -band and 24.3°/o for Ka-band 
and 95 GHz. These percentage errors correspond to logarithmic errors of 0. 7 and 0.9 dB, 
respectively •. 
For radar data at X- and Ku-bands, corrections were made to the video signal 
amplitude to account for multipath interference. The uncertainty in this correction was 
tl dB. A subjective confidence level in the calculated cross section of the trihedral 
corner reflector used for calibration was +0.5 dB for X-, K -, and K -bands, and + 1 dB - u a -
for 95 GHz. In addition, all sea backscatter data were range corrected for direct 
comparison to the trihedral return, introducing an uncertainty of ±8°/o (twice each 
in.dividual range uncertainity), corresponding to :t0.3 dB. 
The net uncertainties in the values of sea backscatter reflectivity are listed in 
Table 7. Note that these errors represent worst case conditions, not rms values. 
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TABLE 7. ERROR SOURCE ESTIMATES. 
CATEGORY X-BAND K -BAND K -BAND 95 GHz u a 
~---
Calibration t 0.5 dB :!: 0.5 dB :!: 0.5 dB :!:0.5 dB 
Normalization 0.7 0.7 0.9 . 0.9 
Multipath 1.0 1.0 
Trihedral 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 
Range 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Total Error :!: 3.0 dB :!: 3.0 dB + 2.2 dB ± 2.7 dB 
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SECTION 5 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The sets of sea backscatter data approved by the Navy were reduced to (I) tables 
of statistical parameters and (2) graphs of amplitude, correlation, and spectral 
dependencies. All Navy approved data were utilized to compute mean, median, and 
standard deviation amplitude descriptors. In addition, amplitude distribution functions 
(histograms) were generated, as were cumulative amplitude distribution functions. These 
two functions denote the manner in which the amplitude of the sea reflectivity is 
distributed due to the action of gravity waves and ripples on the sea surface. The 
amplitude statistical descriptors have been tabulated by data set, which groups 
information by radar frequency, polarization, and antenna depression angle for one 
wind/wave direction. The amplitude functions are documented by graphs of amplitude 
density versus amplitude as functions of radar frequency, polarization, and wind/wave 
directions. 
Time and cost considerations limited the amount of correlation and spectral data 
reduction that was performed. Therefore, for each data set (a single wind/wave 
direction) one depression angle was chosen, and data representing vertical and horizontal 
transmitted polarization were reduced to autocovariance and power spectral density 
functions. Autocovariance functions showed the expected initial rapid decorrelation 
followed by a later slower decorrelation. An expanded graph has been included that 
highlights this initial rapid decorrelation effect. The sea backscatter does appear to 
decorrelate (initially) approximately ten times as rapidly at 95 GHz as at 9.5 GHz. 
The spectral content of the sea backscatter data demonstrates significantly higher 
frequency components at 95 GHz than at 9.5 GHz, with approximately a linear spectrum 
frequency extent relationship to radar frequency. Some spectral contamination was 
observed at X-band and Ku-band at 400 and 800 Hz due to the prime power supplies of 
the modulators of both of these radar systems. Four hundred (400) Hz prime power and 
its second harmonic frequency appear as amplitude modulation components of the 
recorded X-band and Ku-band sea reflectivity data and, thus, peaks in the power spectral 
distribution functions at these specific frequencies. 
Both signal generator and trihedral corner reflector calibration procedures were 
undertaken at X-, Ku- and Ka- bands. All these calibrations resulted in receiver 
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calibration power levels within 3 dB for both procedures. Thus, all these calibrations 
"closed," and the confidence in the radar reflectivity data was enhanced. A signal 
generator source was not available at 95 GHz, and calibration was performed solely from 
the return from the calibration trihedral corner reflector. 
The work performed on the current contract consisted only of data reduction. 
Thus, a comp.rehensive analysis of these data is necessary to fully exploit the information 
content of this new sea reflectivity information. As a minimum, this analysis effort 
should include: 
I. Determination of decorrelation time. 
2. Computation of polarization cross-covariance function. 
3. Identification of radar frequency dependency on mean reflectivity, spectral 
content, and polarization component relationship. 
4. Comparison of HV and VH polarization components. 
5. Refinement of Georgia Tech's sea backscatter model. 
A twelve month long analysis program at a one and one-half person-year effort is 
proposed to perform these tasks, which are individually discussed in the following. 
The decorrelation time is conventionally defined as the lag time required for the 
autocovariance function to drop to I /e (36.8%) of its zero lag time value (unity for 
normalized autocovariance functions). In the case of sea backscatter, an additional 
parameter is relevant: the lag time at which the autocorrelation function transitions 
from rapid to slow decorrelation rates. These time values will be useful in modeling the 
decorrelation phenomenon and in characterizing the sea return for radar system design 
considerations of antenna dwell time, scan rate, integration time, etc. 
The cross-covariance function defines the temporal correlation relationship 
between the parallel- and cross-polarization components of the sea backscatter. This 
relationship will be useful for the development of target discrimination techniques which 
utilize both polarization components of the sea backscatter. 
The radar frequency dependency of such sea reflectivity parameters such as mean 
value, spectral width, and polarization component relationship will be useful in the 
development of a sea backscatter model. In addition, fundamental radar system 
parameter selection demands that frequency, polarization, integration time, etc., be 
selected subject to knowledge of these targets and background reflectivity 
characteristics. 
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Radar backscatter theory attests that the HV and VH polarization backscatter 
mean values are equal for monostotic radar operation. These data will permit 
verification of this assertion for radar frequencies from 9.5 through 95 GHz. 
Georgia Tech's sea backscatter model was extended through 95 GHz on a previous 
NAVSWC contract.(J) One conclusion stated at that time was that this model was based 
on a relatively small data base. A refined model can now be developed that incorporates 
the additional data made available through the current NAVSWC-funded program. 
Therefore, a sea reflectivity model can be made available to the radar system 
analyst/designer with considerably greater confidence in model output values. 
This proposed program incorporates tasks of both a fundamental nature 
(identifying phenomenological features) and an applied nature (radar system performance 
impact). The comprehensive analysis program thus defined will exploit the resources 
expended in planning and executing this multifrequency sea backscatter exercise and in 
reducing the recorded data to the present form. The proposed program, therefore, 
represents an excellent utilization of NAVSWC resources for the benefit of a large 
number of radar system analysts/designers. 
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The following figures depict amplitude probability density functions (left side) and 
cumulative probability distribution functions (right side) for the indicated sea 
backscatter data sets.. Each figure title indicates the wind/wave direction, antenna 
depression angle, and polarization appropriate to that data run.. The two-letter 
polarization designation indicates the transmit polarization first and the receive 
polarization second (H = horizontal, V = vertical). Average, median, and standard 























RUN 205 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -40.5 dB 
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Figure A-2. Data set H, downwind/downwave, 6.48 degree depression angle. HH. 
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RUN 207 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
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RUN 207 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERAGE = -49419 dB 
MEDIAN = -50.52 dB 
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Figure A-5. Data set H, downwind/downwave, 4.57 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 208 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -78.5 dB 
MEDIAN = -79.;; 14 dB 
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RUN 208 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE ~ -55.15 dB 
MEDIAN = -56.85 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 10.43 dB 
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Figure A-7. Data set H, downwind/downwave, 4.57. degree depression angle, HH. 
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RUN 209 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -36.20 dB 
MEDIAN = -36.55 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 5.43 dB 
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Figure A-9. Data setH, downwind/downwave, 2.87 degree depression angle. VV. 
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RUN 210 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
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Figure A-10. Data set H, downwind/downwave, 3.18 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 210 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -569 33 dB 
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RUN 211 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -74.35 dB 
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RUN 211 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -51.20 dB 
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Figure A-13. Data setH, downwind/downwave, 1.12 degree depression angle, VV. 
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Figure A-14. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 6.63 degree depression angle, VV. 
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AVERAGE = -35.75 dB 
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Figure A-15. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 5.98 degree depression angle, vv. 
RUN 214 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -45.8 dB 
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RUN 214 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -39.3 ~B 
MEDIAN = -40.4 dB 
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Figure A-17. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 5.98 degree depression angle. HH. 
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Figure A-18. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 4.78 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 215 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
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Figure A-19. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 215 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -33.0 dB 
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Figure A-20. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 216 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
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Figure A-21. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 4.78 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 216 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
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Figure A-23. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 217 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E = -56.6 dB 
11EDIAN = -56.9 dB 
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Figure A-24. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 3.73 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 217 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
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Figure A-25. Data set L, downwind/downwave~ 3.37 degree depression angle, VY. 
RUN 218 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
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Figure A-26. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 3.73 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 218 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
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Figure A-27. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 3.37 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 218 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA8E • -48.00 dB 
nEDIAN • -48.53 dB 
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Figure A-28. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 3.37 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 231 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -36.62 dB 
MEDIAN = -36.71 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-29. Data set B, crosswind/upwave, 5.36 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 231 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA8E = 32.6 dB 
MEDIAN 111 32. 5 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 7. 70 dB 
~~------~--~--~--~--~~ 
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-70. -69. -50. -10. -30. -20. -19. -79. -69. -50. -10. -30. -20. -19. 
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RUN 232 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -50.00 dB 
MEDIAN = 48 dB 
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Figure A-31. Data set B, crosswind/upwave, 4.40 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 233 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -53.72 dB 
MEDIAN c -54.35 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 5.68 dB 
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Figure A-32. Data set 8, crosswind/upwave, 3.70 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 234 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERAGE = -61. 65'.08 
MEDIAN = -61 .66 dB 
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RUN 235 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -71.0 dB 
MEDIAN = -71.22 dB 
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Figure A-34. Data set B, crosswind/upwave, 2.69 degree depression angle. VV. 
co 
0 
RUN 250 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -48.47 dB 
MEDIAN = -48.92 dB 
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Figure A-35. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 4.78 degr~e depression angle, VV. 
RUN 250 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -46.77 dB 
MEDIAN = -47.1 dB 
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Figure A-36. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 3.91 degree depression angle~ VV. 
co 
N 
RUN 250 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -68.77 dB 
MEDIAN = -69.14 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-37. Data set I, dowwind/downwave, 3.91 degree depression angle, VH. 
co 
w 
RUN 250 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA9E = -50.00 dB 
HEOIAN = -49.92 d~ 
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Figure A-38. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 251 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ • -59.62 dB 
HEDIAN a -59.62 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION a 4.22 dB 
~----~--~--~--~--~~~~ 
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AEF"LECTIUITV (IJB) REF"LECTIUITV (09) 
Figure A-39. Data ~t I, downwind/downwave, 4.78 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 251 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA8E • -70.7 dB 
I£DIAN • -70.6 dB 
STIINDMD DEUIATI~ • 4.42 dB 
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Figure A-40. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 3.91 degree depression angle, HH~ 
RUN 251 .KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
~ a -69.52 dB 
MEDIAN D -69.97 dB 
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RUN 251 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -6 2 . 2 3 dB 
MEDIAN = -62.83 dB 
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Figure A-42. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 252 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -47.03 dB 
MEDIAN = -47.54 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3. 84 dB 
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Figure A-43. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 4.10 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 252 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERAGE = -47.77 dB 
MEDIAN = -48.09 dB 
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-60. -50. -10. -30. 
REFLECTIUITV (08) 
Figure A-44. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 3.35 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 252 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -70.7 dB 
MEDIAN = -71.08 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 4.97 dB 
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Figure A-45. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 3.35 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 252 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -4-5.33 dB 
MEDIAN = -45.45 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4. 02 dB 
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Figure A-46. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 3.69 degree depression angle~ VV. 
1..0 
N 
RUN 253 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -63.22 dB 
MEDIAN = -63.13 dB 
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RUN 253 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZ~TION 
AVERAGE = - 6 8 .. 3 6 dB 
MEDIAN = -68 & 87 dB 
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-50. 
Figure A-48. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 2.93 degree depression anglet HH. 
RUN 253 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERAGE = -70.51 dB 
MEDIAN = -70.91 dB 
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Figure A-49. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 2.93 degree depression angle~ HV. 
RUN 254 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -55.76 dB 
MEDIAN = -55.76 dB 
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RUN 254 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -55.22 dB 
MEDIAN = -55.44 dB 
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Figure A-51. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 1.60 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 25i KA-BANO PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -51 .70 dB 
MEDIAN = -52.31 dB 
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Figure A-52. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 1.76 degree depression angle. VV. 
1.0 
co 
RUN 255 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -71.73 dB 
MEDIAN = -71 . 38 dB 
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-se. -70. -50. -30. -10. 
REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-53. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 1.95 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 256 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -60.69 dB 
MEDIAN = ... 51 . 00 dB 
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Figure A-54. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 1.65 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 256 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -60.55 dB 
MEDIAN = -69,54 dB 
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Figure A-55. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 1.35 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 259 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -80.5 dB 
MEDIAN = -80.97 dB 
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REfLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-5G. Jata set 0, crosswi~d/u~wayc, 3.35 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 260 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -51.91 dB 
MEDIAN = -52.23 dB 
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Figure A-57. Data set 0, crosswind/upwave, 6.15 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 260 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E = -53.82 dB 
MEDIAN = -53.89 dB 
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Figure A-G8. ~ato set 0, crosS~Iind/up·iiavc, 5.03 degi"'CC dcprcss1on angle, VV. 
RUN 260 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -14.19 dB 
MEDIAN = -74.81 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-59. Data set 0, crosswind/upwave, 5.03 degree depression angle~ VH. 
RUN 260 KA-BANO PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -57.75 dB 
MEDIAN = -58.11 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (09) 
Figure A-60. Data set 0, cr~swind/upwaye, 5.55 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 261 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -58.96 dB 
MEDIAN = -58.70 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure /\-61. DaJt:a set 0, crosswind/upwave, 6.15 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 261 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -74.75 dB 
MEDIAN = -75.34 dB 
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Figure A-62. Data set 0, crosswind/upwave, 5.03 degree depression angle., H V. 
RUN 263 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -1-2. 68 dB 
MEDIAN = -1-1.83 dB 
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Figure A-63. Data set 0, crosswind/upwave, 3.18 degree depression angle. HV. 
RUN 263 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -57. -48 dB 
MEDIAN c: -57.98 dB 
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REFLECTIUITV (08) 
Fiqure A-64. Data set 0, crosswind/upwave, ?.50 degree deprcss~on anqle. HV. 
RUN 264 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -58.53 dB 
MEDIAN = -58.55 dB 
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Figure A-65. Data set 0, crosswind/ur~avc, 2.32 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 264 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE == -57.71 dB 
MEDIAN == -57.90 dB 
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RUN 270 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -35.64 dB 
MEDIAN = -36.37 dB 











-60. -50. -40. -30. -20. -10. -70. -60. -50. -40. -30. -20. 
REF'LECTIUITV (08) REFLECTIVITY (09) 















RUN 270 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
~ = -46.52 dB 
MEDIAN = -47.21 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3 . 60 dB 
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Figure A-68. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7.84 degree depression angle2 VH. 
RUN 270 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA6E = -33.97 dB 
MEDIAN = -34.17 dB 
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Figure A-69. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7.07 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 270 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERAeE • -39.94 dB 
HEDIAN • -40.88 dB 
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Figure A-70. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7.07 degree depression angles VV. 
RUN 271 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = .91 dB 
MEDIAN = ·-48.40 dB 
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Figure A-71. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 7.84 degree depression ·~ny~e. HH. 
RUN 271 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERA8E = -43. 97 dB 
r£0IAN = -4.4.G6 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.27 dB 
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Figure A-72. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7.84 degree depression angle; HV. 
RUN 271 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -50.41 dB 
MEDIAN = -51 .53 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-13 • Data set D, upwind/ eros swa ve o. 40 d:gree depress; on angle!\ HH. 
RUN 271 KU-BANO CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -63.03 dB 
MEDIAN = -63.69 dB 
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RUN 271 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -44.32 dB 
MEDIAN = -45.56 dB 
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Figure A-75. Data set D, upwind/crosswave 7.07 degree depressiui-. angle, H.H. 
RUN 271 95 6HZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = - 42.90 dB 
MEDIAN = - 43. 61 dB 
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Figure ~.-76 Data set J, upw~nd/crosswave 7.07 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 272 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -22.41 dB 
MEDIAN = -23.35 dB 
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RUN 272 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERA9E = -45.79 dB 
NEOIAN = -46.38 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 3.00 dB 
-60. -50. -40. -30. -20. -60. -50. -40. -30. -20. 
REFLECTIVITY (08) REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A 78. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle., .VH. 
RUN 272 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -24.40 dB 
MEDIAN = -25.08 dB 
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Figure A-79. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle~vv. 
RUN 272 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -52.44 dB 
MEDIAN = -52.95 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-80. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle~ VH 
RUN 272 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -31 .. ~4 dB 
MEDIAN = -3~.01 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.02 dB 
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Figure A-81. Data set o, upwind/crosswave, 5.18 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 272 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -33.69 dB 
MEDIAN = -33.78 dB 
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Figure A-82. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 5.18 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 273 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = ~47c93 dB 
MEDIAN = -50e93 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-83. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 273 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -48. 27 dB 
MEDIAN = -49.33 dB 
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Figure A-84. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 273 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -46 .. 76 dB 
MEDIAN = -47.78 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 6. 27 dB 
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Figure A-85. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.£9 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 273 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVE~ = -61.26 dB 
11EDIAN = -61.90 dB 
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RUN 273 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -43.63 dB 
MEDIAN = -44.84 dB 
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-70. -60. -50. -40. -30. -20. 
REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 273 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -39.54 dB 
MEDIAN = -39.95 dB 
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Figure A-88. Da J~a set D, upwind/ crosswa ve, 5..18 degree depression angle., HH. 
RUN 274 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -38.3 dB 
MEDIAN = -39.08 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Fioure A..B9. Data set D .. uowind/crosswave .. 4.92 deoree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 27"1 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -60.45 dB 
MEDIAN = -51.13 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 2.83 dB 
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Figure A-90. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.92 degree depression angle> VH. 
RUN 27i KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -23.59 dB 
MEDIAN = -23.86 dB 
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Figure A- 91. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.02 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 274 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA8E = -59.14 dB 
MEDIAN = ~59. 79 dB 
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Figure A-92. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.02 degree depression angle~ VH. 
RUN 27i KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -35.50 dB 
MEDIAN = -36.04 dB 
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RUN 274 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ = -32.65 dB 
MEDIAN = -32.46 dB 




















Figure A-94. Data set l, upwind/crosswave, 4.44 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 275 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = 47.85 dB 
MEDIAN = -49 .. 57 dB 








































Figure A-95. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.92 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 275 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -48.45 dB 
MEDIAN = -49.18 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-96 .. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.92 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 275 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -36.40 dB 
MEDIAN = -36.69 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.61 dB 
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Figure A-97. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.02 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 275 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = ... 58. 23 dB 
MEDIAN = -58.96 dB 
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Figure A~ 98. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 4.02 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 275 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -41.60 dB 
MEDIAN = -42.54 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 6.39 dB 
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Figure A-99. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.44 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 275 95 GH2 PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ = -31.97 dB 
MEDIAN = -31.85 dB 
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Figure A-100. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.44 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 276 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -38. 64 dB 
MEDIAN = -39 ~ 31 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (09) 
Figure AJOl. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 3.44 degree depression angle 1 VV. 
RUN 276 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E ~ -46.18 dB 
MEDIAN = -46.92 dB 
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REFLECliVliY (utJ) 
Figure A-1~2. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 3.44 degree depression angle. VH. 
RUN 276 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -23.12 dB 
MEDIAN = -23656 dB 
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Figure A-103. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 2.81 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 276 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERAeE = ~57.41 dB 
nEDIAN = ~57.73 dB 
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1" _J 
REFLECTIUITV <DB> 
Figure A- 1 0~.. Data set D, upwind/ eros swave, 2. 81 degree depression ang 1 e' VH · 
RUN 276 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -34.21 dB 
MEDIAN = -34 ~ 60 dB 
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RErLECTIVITV <08> RErLECTIVITV <08> 




RUN 276 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE • -33.64 dB 
MEDIAN • -33.55 dB 
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Figure A-106. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 3.10 degree depression anglef VV. 
RUN 277 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -46.60 dB 
MEDIAN = -48.07 dB 
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Figure A-1 07. JJ .. ~u :;ct D, upwind/crosswave, 3.44 degree depression angle.., HH. 
RUN 277 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUEAA9E a -47.33 dB 
MEDIAN a -47.81 dB 
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Figure A-108. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 3.44 degree depression angle. HV. 
RUN 277 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -41 .00 dB 
MEDIAN = -41 .45 dB 
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REFLECT lUI TV (08) REF'LECT IUITV (09) 
Figure A-109. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 2.81 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 277 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
~ = -57.09 dB 
MEDIAN = -57.35 dB 
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Figure A-116. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 2.81 degree depression angle. HV. 
RUN 277 KA-BANO PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -37.43 dB 
MEDIAN = -38.41 dB 
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Figure A-111. Cata set ~' upwind/crosswavc, 3.10 degree depression ang1~, HH. 
RUN 278 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = .;.,45 • 36 dB 
MEDIAN e: -45.59 dB 
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Figure A-112. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 2 .. 29 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 278 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -38.84 dB 
MEDIAN = -39.50 dB 
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Figure A-113. :ata set J, upwind/cross~ave, 2.29 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 278 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -24.34 dB 
HEDIAN = -24.59 dB 
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Figure /.\-114. DatJ st:t C, 'J!J~dnd/cross~·Jave .. 1.87 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 278 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E = -58.03 dB 
MEDIAN = -58.94 dB 
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Figure A-115. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 1.87 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 278 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ = -35.88 dB 
MEDIAN = -35.94 dB 
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REtLECT I UI TV <DB> REFLECTIUITV <DB> 
Figure A-116. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 2.07 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 278 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ = -34.62 dB 
MEDIAN = -35.00 dB 
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Figure A-117. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 2.07 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 279 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA6E = -43.17 dB 
NEDIAN = ~44.43 dB 
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Figure A-118. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 3.44 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 279 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -44 _ 3 dB 
MEDIAN = -44.7 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-119. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 2.29 degree depression ang~c~ HV. 
RUN 279 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E = -.41 .. 4 d~ 
MEDIAN = -41.7 dB 
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Figure A-120. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 1.87 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 279 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -57~ 5 dD 
MEDIAN = ~58.2 dB 
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Figure A-121. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 2.07 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 279 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = ~34.8 dB 
MEDIAN = ..-35.5 dB 
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RUN 279 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -37.25 dB 
MEDIAN = -37.9 dB 
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Figure A-123. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 2.07 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 281 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION. 
AVERAGE = -45.095 dB 
MEDIAN = -45.89 dB 
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-80.-70.-60.-50 .-i0. -30.-20.-10. • 
RErLECTIUITV (09) 
Figure A-124. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 1.72 degree depression angle. HH. 
--.1 
(-_) 
RUN 281 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -45.77 dB 
MEDIAN = -46.07 dB 
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Figure A-125. Data set D, upwind/crosswave 1.72 degree depression angle~ HV. 
RUN 281 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -41.98 dB 
MEDIAN = -42.66 dB 
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Figure A-126. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 1.41 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 281 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -57.75 dB 
MEDIAN = -58.69 dB 
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Figure A-127. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, l .41 degree depression angle. HV. 
RUN 281 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -37.49 dB 
MEDIAN = -38.11 dB 
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Figure A-128. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, l .55 degre~ depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 281 95 6HZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -37.50 dB 
MEDIAN = -38.15 dB 
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Figure A-129. Jata set 0, upwind/crosswave, 1.55 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 28i X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -39.02 dB 
MEDIAN = ~39.49 dB 
STANDARD OEUIAT ION = 5. 48 dB 
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RUN 284 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -28.87 dB 
MEDIAN = -29.10 dB 
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RUN 28i KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -64.93 dB 
MEDIAN = -65.36 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.99 dB 
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Figure A-132. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 6.40 degree depression angle. VH. 
RUN 284 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE · = -39.56 dB 
MEDIAN = -39.95 dB 
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RUN 284 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE • -39.49 dB 
MEDIAN • -40.25 dB 
STANDARD DEUIAT ION = 4. 1 9 dB 
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Figure A-134. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 7.07 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 285 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -55.24 dB 
MEDIAN = -56.14 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.11 dB 
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Figure A-135. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 7.84 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 285 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -52.~6 dB 
f1EDIAN = -51 • 95 dB 
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Figure A-136. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 6.40 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 285 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -66.07 dB 
MEDIAN = -66.35 dB 
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RUN 285 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ • -54.77 dB 
MEDIAN = -55.47 dB 
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RErLECTIUITV <DB> RErLECTIUITV (09) 
Figure A-138. Data set J. downwind/crosswave, 7.n7 rlegree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 286 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -53.24 dB 
MEDIAN = -54.73 dB 
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Figure A-139. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 286 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -48.38 dB 
MEDIAN • -49.57 dB 
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Figure .f\-lL!O. Ju~u set~' dm·nv.J~nrljcro::;::;·:'u'Je, 5.74 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 286 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -51 .81 dB 
MEDIAN = -52.27 dB 
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Figure A-141. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 286 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = ~66.21 dB 
MEDIAN = -66.47 dB 
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Figure A-142. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle. HV. 
RUN 286 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -51 .61 dB 
MEDIAN = -52.48 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 6.46 dB 
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Figure A-143. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 5.18 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 287 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -39.24 dB 
MEDIAN = -39.92 dB 
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RUN 287 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -46.71 dB 
MEDIAN = -47.52 dB 
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Figure A-145. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle~ VH. 
RUN 287 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E = -26.71 dB 
MEDIAN = .-26. 96 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.37 dB 
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Figure A-146. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle, vv. 
RUN 287 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -64e92 dB 
MEDIAN = -65.10 dB 
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RUN 287 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -42~68 dB 
MEDIAN = -43 .. 02 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3. 82 dB 
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RUN 287 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -46.73 dB 
MEDIA,N = ·47. 68 dB 
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RUN 288 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA6E = -39.12 dB 
MEDIAN = -39.88 dB 
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Figure ~50. Cata set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.92 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 288 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -47.93 dB 
MEDIAN = -48.89 dB 
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Figure A-151. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.92 degree depression ang1e~ VH. 
RUN 288 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -25.25 dB 
MEDIAN = -25.57 dB 
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Figure A-152. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.02 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 288 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERAGE = -60.91 dB 
MEDIAN = -61.05 dB 
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Figure A-153. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.02 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 288 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERABE = -40.40 dB 
MEDIAN = -40.84 dB 
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RUN 289 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -51 • 61 dB 
MEDIAN = -52.82 dB 
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Figure A-155. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.92 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 289 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = !:50.55 dB 
MEDIAN = ~50. 95 dB 
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RUN 289 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -49.75 dB 
MEDIAN = ~50.61 dB 
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RUN 289 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -61.29 dB 
MEDIAN -= -61.47 dB 
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Figure A-158. Data set J. dmJmJin.jjcross·\·:u·Je'J 4. degr~ee dep:'"'cssion angle~ HV·. 
RUN 289 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -53.67 dB 
MEDIAN = -54.97 dB 
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Figure A-159. Data set J. downwind/crosswave, 4.44 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 290 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE =z -52. 28 dB 
MEDIAN • -53.12 dB 
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RUN 290 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -47.47 dB 
MEDIAN = -47.95 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 290 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = ~48.46 dB 
MEDIAN = ~4~~35 dB 
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Figure A-162. Data set J,downwind/crosswave, 2.01 dcgrc~; ~::c!;"';·cssio:l angle., HH. 
RUN 290 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -60.54 dB 
MEDIAN = -61.03 dB 
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Figure A-163. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 2.81 degree depression angle~ HV. 
RUN 290 KA-BANO PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ = -52.48 dB 
MEDIAN = -53.60 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 6., 54 dB 
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RUN 291 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA9E = -38.51 dB 
MEDIAN = -39.02 dB 
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RUN 291 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
~ = -46.83 dB 
MEDIAN = -47.40 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 3.43 dB 
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Figure A-166. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 3.44 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 291 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -22" 35 dB 
MEDIAN = - 2 2 .. 84 dB · 
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RUN 291 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -59.81 dB 
MEDIAN = -60~08 dB 
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Figure A-168. Data set J, downwind/crosswaye, 2.81 degree depressio~ a~JT~. VH. 
RUN 291 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -40 .. 61 dB 
MEDIAN = -41~09 dB 
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Figure A-169. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 3.10 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 292 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -40.18 dB 
MEDIAN = -41 • 07 dB 
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Figure A-170. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 2.29 degree depression angle. ~V. 
RUN 292 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -48.40 dB 
MEDIAN = -48.61 dB 
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Figure A-171. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 2.29 degree depression angle. VH. 
RUN 292 KU~BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -24.89 dB 
MEDIAN • -25.23 dB 
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Figure A-172. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 1.87 degree depression angle, VV . 
N 
RUN 292 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -59.92 dB 
MEDIAN = -60.36 dB 
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RUN 292 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ = -39.71 dB 
MEDIAN = -37.70 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4. 75 dB 
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RUN 293 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -50.85 dB 
MEDIAN = -51.94 dB 
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RUN 293 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA9E = .. 47. 36 dB 
MEDIAN = ~47.64 dB 
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RUN 293 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -48.34 dB 
MEDIAN = -48.76 dB 
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RUN 293 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = 
MEDIAN = -61.23 dB 
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Figure A-178. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 1.87 degree depression angle. HV. 
RUN 294 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -40.73 dB 
MEDIAN = -43 68 dB 
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Figure A-179. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 4.78 degree depression angle .. HH. 
RUN 294 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E = ~.4640 13 dB 
MEDIAN -= -47 ~-36 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION =- 4.17 dB 
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RUN 29i KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -41.72 dB 
MEDIAN = -43.07 dB 
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Figure A-181. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 3.91 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 294 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERA9E = ~58.59 dB 
MEDIAN = -59.16 dB 
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Figure A-182. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 3.91 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 29i KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA9E = -41 .50 dB 
MEDIAN = -42.89 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 6.94 dB 
~----------------------------~ • 
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Figure A-183. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 4.31 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 294 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = ... 34. 99 dB 
MEDIAN = -35.63 dB 
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Figure A-184. Data set P, crosswind/upwave,4.3l degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 295 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = ~26.57 dB 
MEDIAN = -27*41 dB 
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RUN 295 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -45.62 dB 
MEDIAN = -46.87 dB 
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Figure A-186. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 4.78 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 295 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -21 ~ 95 dB 
MEDIAN = -22.71 dB 
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REfLECTIVITY (08) 
-10. 




RUN 295 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -58 .. 46 dB 
MEDIAN = -59.13 dB 
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Figure A-188. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 3.91 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 295 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = - 3 5 • 6 6 dB 
MEDIAN = - J6. 54 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.13 dB 
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Figure A-189. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 4.31 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 295 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -38.18 dB 
MEDIAN = -40.84 dB 
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RUN 296 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -36~53 dB 
MEDIAN = -37.43 dB 
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RUN 296 X-BAND CROSS POL~RIZATION 
AUERA9E • :.46 .. 73 dB 
MEDIAN • -47.42 dB 
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RUN 296 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA6E = -25.69 dB 
MEDIAN a -26.35 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4. 72 dB 
~----------~~---------------• 
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gure A-193. Data set P, c~~sswind/upwave, 2.81 degree depressnon angle, VH. 
RUN 296 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E = -61.23 dB 
MEDIAN -= -61.64 dB 
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REFLECTIUITV (08) REtLECTIUITV (08) 
Figure A-194. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 2.81 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 296 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -39.14 dB 
MEDIAN = -39.75 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4 . 7 6 dB 
lO N----------------------------------• 
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Figure A-195. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 3.10 Jegree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 296 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ = -40.99 dB 
MEDIAN = -41 .83 dB 
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RUN 297 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ • .-45.34 dB 
MEDIAN • -47~52 dB 
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Figure A-197. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 3.44 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 297 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA9E • -47.16 dB 
HEDIAN II -47.68 dB 
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Figure A-198. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 3.44 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 297 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -43wll dB 
MEDIAN = -43.83 dB 
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Figure A-199. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 2.81 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 297 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -60.66 dB 
MEDIAN = -61.20 dB 
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Figure A-200. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 2.81 degree depression angle, ~V. 
RUN 297 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -42 .. 16 dB 
MEDIAN = -43.04 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
gurc ~-281. Data set F, crosswind/upwave, 3.10 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 297 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~ = -37.13 dB 
MEDIAN = -38.00 dB 
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Figure A-202. Data set P~ crosswind/upwave, 2.59 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 298 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = ;..44. 17 dB 
MEDIAN = -45.94 dB 
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Fi:urc A-~03. Data set P~ crosswind/upwave, 2.29 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 298 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -45.54 dB 
NEOIAN = -45.80 dB 
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RUN 298 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -42.19 dB 
MEDIAN = -42.88 dB 
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Figure 205. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 1 .87 degree deprsssion angle~ HH. 
RUN 298 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA9E = -59.93 dB 
MEDIAN = -60.74 dB 
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RUN 298 KA-BANO PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -40.78 dB 
MEDIAN = -41.30 dB 
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Figure 207. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 2.07 degree depression angle: HH. 
RUN 299 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -36.80 dB 
MEDIAN = -37.89 dB 
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RUN 299 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E = -46.04 dB 
MEDIAN = -46.14 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.45 dB 
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Figure 209. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 2.32 degree depression anglet VH. 
RUN 299 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAeE = -25.41 dB 
MEDIAN = -25.68 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 4.64 dB 
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Figure 210. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 1.90 degree depression angle!t vv. 
RUN 299 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -59.69 dB 
MEDIAN = -60.44 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 6.08 dB 
~--------~--~--~--~--~--­
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Figure 211. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 1.90 degree depre~sion angle, VH. 
RUN 299 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA9E = -37.56 dB 
MEDIAN = -37. 6Z dB 
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RUN 305 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -45.54 dB 
MEDIAN = -46.18 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (09) 

















RUN 305 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
~ = -53.40 dB 
MEDIAN = -54.46 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4. 09 dB 
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Figure A-214. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 4.30 degree depression angle. VH. 
RUN 305 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA6E = -26.57 dB 
MEDIAN = -27.05 dB 
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Figure A-215. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 3.52 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 305 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA8E = -54.54 dB 
MEDIAN = -55.11 dB 
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Figure A-216. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 3.52 degree depression angle. VH. 
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RUN 305 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = ··38 •. 65 dB 
MEDIAN = -39.,09 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 305 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA9E = -36 .. 09 dB 
MEDIAN · = -36.69 dB 
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Figure A-218. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 3.88 degree depression anglcj vv. 
RUN 306 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -53.69 dB 
MEDIAN =-54 e 25 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 306 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = ~42.40 dB 
MEDIAN = -43 e 71 dB 
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Figure A-220a Data set E, upwind/upwave, 4.30 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 306 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA8E a -53.75 
MEDIAN = -54 • 82 
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RUN 306 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -43., 91 dB 
MEDIAN = -44 .. 81 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 5. 52 dB 
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-70. -60. -"50. -40. -30. -20. 
REFLECTIVITY (08) REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 306 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -31.49 dB 
MEDIAN = -31.91 dB 
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-60. -50. -40. -30. -20. -10. 
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RUN 306 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA9E c -b4.23 dB 
MEDIAN =-55. 75 dB 
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RUN 307 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -52~43 dE 
MEDIAN = -53.43 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 5~51 dB 
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Figure A-225. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 2.87 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 307 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE . = -53.25 dB 
MEDIAN =-53, 69 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 307 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -41 ~0~ dB 
MEDIAN = -41~ 59 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY <DB> 
Figure A-~27. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 2.34 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 307 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = - i>3 ~ 70 dB 
MEDIAN = 54.26 dB 
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Figure A-228. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 2e34 degree depression angle~ HV. 
RUN 307 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -41.44 d6 
MEDIAN = -42,30 dB 
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REtLECTIVITV (08) REtLECTIVITV (08) 




RUN 308 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = - 4 6 • 34 dB 
MEDIAN =- 46.96 dB 
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Figure A-230. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 2.87 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 308 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = - 53. 51 dB 
MEDIAN =-53 e 9tl dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-2Jl. Data set E, upwind/upwave~ 2.87 degree depression angle~ VH. 
RUN 308 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -25 .. 94 dB 
MEDIAN = -26., 54 dB 
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-10. 
Figure A-232. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 2~34 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 308 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -53.68 d!) 
MEDIAN = -54.37 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 
Figure A-233. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 2.34 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 308 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -37.12 dB 
MEDIAN =-37.57 dB 
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-60. -50. -40. -30. -20. -10. 
REFLECTIVITY <DB) 




RUN 309 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -47 e46 dB 
MEDIAN = -47 .. 93 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 309 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =~5~.40 dB 
MEDIAN =-55.53 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 309 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =- 27 .,03 dB 
MEDIAN = -2 7 • 2 8 dB 
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RUN 309 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERA9E = -54 " 7 5 d 13 
MEDIAN =-55.68 dB 
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RUN 309 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = - 40. 23 dB 
MEDIAN = -40.49 dB 
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RUN 310 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERA9E = -55 .. 59 dB 
1£DIAN r:: -56.02 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY <DB> REFLECTIVITY <DB> 
Figure A-240, Data set E, upwind/upwave, 2.15 degree depression angle. HH. 
RUN 310 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERA9E =-57 .34 dB 
MEDIAN =-57. 39 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY <08> 
Figure A-24t. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 2.15 degree depression angle~ Hv. 
RUN 310 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA9E =-44~39 dB 
MEDIAN = .. 45. 26 dB 
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RUN 310 KU-BANO CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA9E =-57~ 63 dB 
t1EOIAN =-58., 12 dB 
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RUN 310 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA9E = - 44 .. 71 dB 
MEDIAN -=- 46.03 dB 
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RUN 311 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERA8E = -55,29 dB 
MEDIAN =- 55.G6 dB 
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Figure A-24~. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 1.72 degree depression angle~ HH. 
RUN 311 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
~ = -60.00 dB 
MEDIAN = -59 4163 dB 
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RUN 311 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -48,36 dB 
MEDIAN = -48~62 dB 
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Figure A-247. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 1.41 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 311 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -60 e 92 dB 
MEDIAN = -62.10 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 6.30 dB 
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Figure A-248. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 1.41 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 312 X-B~ND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =-57, 70 dB 
MEDIAN =- 58~16 dB 


































-70. -60. -50. -i0. -30. 
REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 312 X-BAND CROSS POL~RIZATION 
AVERAGE = -60. !:> 7 dB 
MEDIAN =-60e65 dB 
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Figure A-250. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 1.75 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 312 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -47.30 dB 
MEDIAN = -47., 69 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 5.23 dB 
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Figure A-251. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 1.43 degree depression angle~ VV. 
RUN 312 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERASE =- 65.04 dB 
MEDIAN =- 65.31 dB 
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Figure A-252. Data set E, upwind/wave, 1.43 degree depression angle. VH. 
RUN 312 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =- 49 ~39 dB 
MEDIAN =- 49 8 68 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 7 817 dB 
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Figure A-253. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 1.58 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 318 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -42.95 d6 
MEDIAN = - 43 ~53 dB 
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RUN 318 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =-55 ~05 dB 
MEDIAN =-55. 90 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.81 dB 
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Figure A-255. Data set 0~ crosswind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 318 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =- 28e80 dB 
MEDIAN = - 29.05 dB 
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RUN 318 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =- 61.44 dB 
MEDIAN =- 61 e 71 dB 
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Figure A-257. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle~ VH. 
RUN 318 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = - 34.43 dB 
MEDIAN =- 34.94 dB 
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RUN 318 95 GHZ PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -32o52 dB 
MEDIAN = -33.12 dB 
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RUN 319 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =-59 .39 dB 
MEDIAN = -60.,69 dB 
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Figure A-260. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle1 HH. 
RUN 319 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AIJERASE =-57, 55 dB 
MEDIAN =- 58"39 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3~28 dB 
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Figure A-261. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle. HV. 
RUN 319 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE =-51. 94 dB 
MEDIAN =-50. 69 dB 
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RUN 319 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =- 66.18 dB 
MEDIAN = - 66 C) 61 dB 
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Figure A-263. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle. HV. 
RUN 319 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -42 .. 75 dB 
MEDIAN ==- 43.92 dB 
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RUN 320 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
l AVERAGE =-58 e 24 dB 
MEDIAN =-59.10 dB 
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Figure A-265. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 4.30 degree depression angle 2 HH. 
\ 
RUN 320 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -S6. 54 dB 
MEDIAN =-57 e 02 dB 
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Figure A-266. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 4.30 degree depression angle 1 H''. 
RUN 320 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE =- 47$66 dB 
MEDIAN = -48.56 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4. 74 dB 
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RUN 320 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERA8E =-62.39 dB 
MEDIAN =-62~94 dB 
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Figure A-268. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 3.52 degree depression angle~ HV. 
RUN 320 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -44.,99 d: 
MEDIAN = -46.,09 dB 
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0(5) a • a. 
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RUN 321 X-BAND PARALLEL ·POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -59.07 dB 
MEDIAN = -59.40 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY <DB) REFLECTIVITY (09) 






















RUN 321 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -48.70 dB 
MEDIAN = -49.25 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.16 dB 
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Figure A-271. ~Q, crosswind/crosswave, 4~30 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 321 KU-BANO PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -27.18 dB 
MEDIAN = -27.61 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.33 dB 
lO 
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Figure A-272. Set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 3.52 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 321 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -64.83 dB 
MEDIAN = -65.63 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY <DB) 
Figure A-273. Set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 3.52 degree derpssion angle~ VH. 
RUN 321 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -44.78 dB 
MEDIAN = ~44. 99 dB 
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RUN 322 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = ·~47., 35 dB 
MEDIAN = -47.81 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (09) 
Figure A-275. Set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 3.44 degree depression anslc2 VV. 
RUN 322 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -~.71 dB 
MEDIAN = ~4.18 dB 
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a • a. 
RUN 322 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -60.65 dB 
MEDIAN = -60.89 dB 
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Figur,e A-277. Set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 2.81 degree depression angle 1 V'l. 
RUN 322 KU-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = ~63~94 dB 
MEDIAN = -64.56 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.96 dB 
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RUN 322 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -40.50 dB 
MEDIAN = -40 .. 83 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.15 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 323 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -64.41 dB 
MEDIAN = -64.95 dB 
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REFLECTIVITY (08) REFLECTIVITY (08) 




RUN 323 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -62.26 dB 
MEDIAN = -62.31 dB 
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Figure A-281. Set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 3.44 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 325 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -50~79 dB 
MEDIAN = -51.09 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 2.91 dB 
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Figure A-282. Set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 2.15 degree depression angle. VV. 
RUN 325 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -42.98 dB 
MEDIAN = -43.40 dB 
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Figure A-283. Set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 2.15 degree depression angle, vv. 
RUN 325 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -68. G8 dB 
MEDIAN s:: -67.87 dB 
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RUN 353 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -34.47 dB 
MEDIAN = -34.96 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.24 dB 
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Figure A-285. Data set F, crosswind/crosswav~ 5.36 degree depression angle, vv. 
-50. 
RUN 353 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -38.40 dG 
MEDIAN = -38.90 dB 
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-20 •• 
Figure A-286. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave, 5.36 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 353 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = .r4(l .. 69 dG 
MEDIAN = ..:.40 .. 99 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.21 dB 
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Figure A-287. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave~ 4.38 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 353 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE ::- - 64.47 dB 
MEDIAN = - 65.02 :iB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 7.21 dB 
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RUN 35~ X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -56 • 7 2 dB 
MEDIAN = -57.12 dB 
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Figure A-289. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave, 5.36 degree depression angle, HV: 
RUN 35~ X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -46.46 d!3 
MEDIAN = -46.90 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 2.19 dB 
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Figure A-290. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave, 5.36 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 354 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -53.93 dB 
MEDIAN = -53.91 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.67 dB 
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RUN 354 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
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AVERAGE = -94 .. 83 diJ 
MEDIAN = ,.gf)~ 23 dB 
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Figure A~292. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave 4.83 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 355 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -70.01 d3 
MEDIAN = -70.64 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 3.13 dB 
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Figure A-293. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave 3.43 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 355 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERASE = -54.36 dB 
MEDIAN = -54.81 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.03 dB 
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Figure A-294. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave 3.43 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 355 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -64.47 dB 
MEDIAN = -65.32 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = . 
1.0 
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Figure A- 295. Data set F, crosswind /c rosswa ve 2. 81 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 355 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -100.77 -~-'i-
MEDIAN = -101.77 dB 
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RUN 356 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERASE = -47.62 dB 
MEDIAN = -47.94 dB 
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Figure A-297. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave 3.43 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 356 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVE RASE = -41.00c!:3 
MEDIAN = -42.01 dB 
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rigure A-298. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave 3.43 degree depression angle, VH. 
RUN 356 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -38.89 dB 
MEDIAN = -,39.24 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATlG~ = 3.33 dB 
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Figure A-299. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave 2.81 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 356 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -84.41 dB 
MEDIAN = -84.ll dB 
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Figure A-300. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave 3.10 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 357 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVE RASE :: -50.44 dB 
MEDIAN = -50.71 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 4.02 dB 
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RUN 357 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -54.97 dB 
MEDIAN = -55.26 dB 
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RUN 357 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -40.07 dB 
MEDIAN = -40.34 dB 
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Figure A-303. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave, 2.01 degree depression angle, VV. 
RUN 357 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -79.15 dB 
MEDIAN = -79.27 dB 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 11.42 dB 
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RUN 359 X-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
~E = -66.60 dB 
MEDIAN = -67.10 dB 
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RUN 359 X-BAND CROSS POLARIZATION 
AUERA6E = -57.08 dD 
MEDIAN = -57.15 dB 
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Figure A-306. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave, 2.45 degree depression angle, HV. 
RUN 359 KU-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = -58.66 dB 
MEDIAN = -59.73 dB 
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Figure A-307. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave, 2.01 degree depression angle, HH. 
RUN 359 KA-BAND PARALLEL POLARIZATION 
AVERAGE = - ~~.58 d~ 
MEDIAN = - 99.84 dC 
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Figure A-308. Data set F, crosswind/crosswave, 2.21 degree depression angle, HH. 




The following figures and tables summarize the mean amplitude sea backscatter 
data. The figures depict mean reflectivity versus antenna depression angle for the 
indicated radar frequency and polarization. Data are grouped by letter set, which 
corresponds to a particular wind/wave direction. The tables list the mean reflectivity 
values represented in these figures and are again grouped by letter set, in the same order 
















DATA SET H~ DOWNWIND~ DOWNWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. WAVE t-IT. (fT) = 2. 36 
APP. WAVE HT. ,.<FT) = 3.03 






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDESREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------ Ka-BAND V V 
Figure B-1. Data Set H 
356 
8 
DATA SET H~ DOWNWIND~ DOWNWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. WAVE HT. CFT) = 2.35 
APP. WAVE HT .. CFT) = 3.04 
WIND SPEED <MPH) • 16.55 
-50 
-55 















2 3 4 5 6 7 
DEPRESSION ANGLE <DEGREES) 
----X-BAND H H 
------------ Ka-BAND H H 


















DATA SET L, DOWNWIND, DOWNWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. YAVE HT. CFT) = 2.37 
APP. WAVE HT. ~Fl) = 2.91 
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DEPRESSION ANGLE CDEGREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------Ka-BAND V V 
Figure B-3. Data Set L 
358 
DATA SET L~ DOWNWIND~ DOWNWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. \.lAVE HT. (fT) = 2.38 
APP. WAVE HT •. <FT) = 2.96 
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Figure B-4. Data Set L 
359 





















SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. WAVE HT. (fT) = 2.44 
APP. WAVE HT •. CfT) = 3. 16 
WIND SPEED <MPH) • 8.63 
-75 -----'-------1......._ __ __,__ _ __ 
2 3 4 5 6 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDESREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
Figure B-5. Data Set B 
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DATA SET B~ CROSSWIND~ UPWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. UAVE HT. (fT) = 2.48 
APP. UAVE HT .. (fT) = 3.18 
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-66 ,___ ____ ___,_ ____ ___._ ___ _.. 
2 3 4 5 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDEGREES) 
----Ku-BAND V V 
------------ Ku-BAND H H 

















DATA SET I, DOWNWIND, DOWNWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2-3 
SIG. WAVE HT. CFT) = 3.10 
APP. WAVE HT .. CFT) = 3.99 
\JIND SPEED <MPH:> • 10.99 




,"' \ ,.. ...... , , _ ...... , ,.. ,,. ... 
"" ,, , ,' ,.."" ,,' , ,, , ,.. ,,' , ,' 















1 2 3 4 5 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDEGREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------ Ku-BAND V V 
- - - - - - Ka-BAND V V 
Figure B-7. Data Set I 
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DATA SET I DOWNWIND~ DOWNWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2-3 
SIG. WAVE HT. CFT) = 3.09 
APP. WAVE HT .. CFT) = 4.01 
WIND SPEED <MPH) • t t . 2 t 
-68 ....,._..... _______ ,___ ____ _ 














-72 ..__ _____ ----1..__ ____ ___. 
2 3 4 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDEGREES) 
----Ku-BAND V H 
------------ Ku-BAND H V 























SEA STATE = 2-3 
SIG. WAVE HT. (fT) = 3.04 
APP. WAVE HT .. (fT) = 3. 89 
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- ~ .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .,. 
• 
-62 ~--~----~--~--~~--~--~ 
t 2 3 4 5 6 7 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDEGREES) 
-----X-BAND V V 
------------ Ku-BAND V V 
- - - - - - Ka-BAND V V 





















SEA STATE = 3 
SIG. YAVE HT. <FT) = 3.19 
APP. \.lAVE HT. , <FT) = 4. 00 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DEPRESSION ANGLE <DEGREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------ Ku-BAND V V 
- - - - - - Ka-BAND V V 
--------95 GHZ V V 
Figure B-10. Data Set D 
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SEA STATE = 3 
SIG. ~AVE HT. CFT) = 3.21 
APP. WAVE HT. ~FT) = 4.04 
YIND SPEED CMPH) = 16.29 
.....-------tt 
/' \ 
~ ' ,/ \ " ' I ' \ ' A \ ' ,... \ . .. ,., \ 
' ,' \ \ 
;< • ' 
I ' I \t 
,/ ' \ -------
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' ' ~ ...__ 






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DEPRESSION ANGLE <DEGREES) 
----X-BAND H H 
------------ Ku-BAND H H 
- - - - - - Ka-BAND H H 
--------95 GHZ H H 
























SEA STATE = 3 
SIG. WAVE HT. <FT) = 3.21 
APP. WAVE HT. 'FT) = 4.04 
WIND SPEED <MPH) • t 6. 29 
/ \ 
// \ 
/ \ , \ 
_.,. ___ ........ 
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-65 ~--~--~--~--~--_.--~--~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DEPRESSION ANGLE CDEGREES) 
-----X-BAND H H 
------------X-BAND H V 
- - - - - - Ku-BAND H H 
-------- Ku-BAND H V 






















SEA STATE = 3 
SIG. ~AVE HT. CFT) = 3.19 
APP. WAVE HT .. <FT) = 4. 00 
UIND SPEED <MPH) ~ 16.46 
__ ..... ___ ..... _ 
r "'1t 
&--- .... __ 
... ___ ...... ,• .. --·-----------· 
....... , ,' 
.......... ,' ...... , ...... , .... 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DEPRESSION ANGLE CDEGREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------X-BAND V H 
- - - - - - Ku-BAND V V 
-------- Ku-BAND V H 

















DATA SET J, DOWNWIND, CROSSWAVE 
SEA STATE = 3 
SIG. WAVE HT. (fl) = 3.31 
APP. WAVE HT •. <fl) = 3.98 






t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DEPRESSION ANGLE CDESREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------Ku-BAND V V 
- - - - - - Ka-BAND V V 
--------95 GHZ V V 
Figure B-14. Data Set J 
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DATA SET J., DOWNWIND., CROSSWAVE 
SEA STATE = 3 
SIG. WAVE HT. (fT) = 3.27 
APP. WAVE HT. ,(fT) = 4.02 



















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDEGREES) 
X-BAND H H 
------------ Ku-BAND H H 
- - - - - - Ka-BAND H H 
Figure B-15. Data Set J 
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SEA STATE = 3 
SIG. WAVE HT. (fT) = 3.27 
APP. \.lAVE HT •. <FT) = 4. 06 
WIND SPEED <MPH) • 16. 48 
·-------...... ----........ ......... ,.,.• .......... ... ... ........ ........ ,,." 
' ...... fl,. 
' 






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DEPRESSION ANGLE <DEGREES) 
----X-BAND H H 
------------X-BAND H V 
- - - - - - Ku-BAND H H 
--------Ku-BAND H V 
Figure B-16. Data Set J 
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SEA STATE = 3 
SIG. WAVE HT. CFT) = 3.30 
APP. WAVE HT •. <FT) = 4.00 
WIND SPEED <MPH) • t 6. 31 
.,..a..t. ..... 
tY""""" .......... ........... ...__ ---- ... 
~· .. 
................... .... ..... 
~--- ---.~~ 
.,.. __ ......... _ -----' ' ' '.---------
• 
-70 ---------------------' 
t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDEGREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------X-BAND V H 
- - - - - - Ku-BAND V V 
--------Ku-BAND V H 


















DATA SET P~ CROSSWIND~ UPWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. WAVE HT. CfT) = 3.40 
APP. WAVE HT. .CfT) = 4. 40 








1 2 3 4 5 
DEPRESSION ANGLE CDEGREES) 
----X-BAND H H 
------------Ku-BAND H H 
- - - - - - Ka-BAND H H 
--------95 GHZ H H 
Figure B-18. Data Set P 
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DATA SET P~ CROSSWIND~ UPWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIS. WAVE HT. CFT) = 3.32 
APP. WAVE HT .. CFT) = 4.23 


















-45 '-------~----_,__ __ ____,jL-------' 
1 2 3 4 
DEPRESSION ANSLE <DEGREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------Ku-BAND V V 
- - - - - - Ka-BAND V V 
--------95 GHZ V V 
Figure B-19. Data Set P 
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SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. WAVE HT. CFi) = 3.40 
APP. WAVE HT .. CFi) = 4.40 
\liND SPEED <MPH) • I 8. 94 
_ .. ... _ ----- .... -......... -
......... _ 
--~ -----· ---~ ---------·-·----
J 
-85 ..._ ___________ ___. ___ _.... 
1 2 3 4 5 
DEPRESSION ANGLE CDEGREES) 
----X-BAND H H 
------------X-BAND H V 
- - - - - - Ku-BAND H H 
--------Ku-BAND H V 
Figure B-20. Data Set P 
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DATA SET P~ CROSSWIND~ UPWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. WAVE HT. (Fi) = 3.33 
APP. WAVE HT. !FT) = 4.24 


















.. _____ ....... ............ ....... _ .... 
.._ __ ...... 
.--~-----~~----~-~---------
__ ..... ·-- -~,------.......---
-70 ------~------~--------------
1 2 3 5 
DEPRESSION ANSLE <DEGREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------X -BAND V H 
- - - - - - Ku-BAND V V 
--------Ku-BAND V H 
Figure B-21. Data Set P 
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DATA SET E~ UPWIND~ UPWAVE 
SEA STATE = I 
SIG. \JAVE HT. CFT) = 2.83 
APP. WAVE HT .. CFT) = 3.57 
'WINO SPEED <MPH> - 13.97 
-25 #.,. ...... _____ ------· r"" 
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J ct. -50 
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-60 _________ ...._ ______ _ 
1 2 3 5 
DEPRESSION ANSLE <DEGREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------Ku-BAND V V 
- - - - - - Ko-BAND V V 


















DATA SET E~ UPWIND~ UPWAVE 
SEA STATE = 1 
SIG. WAVE HT. CFT) ~ 2.86 
APP. WAVE HT. ,(FT) ~ 3.68 
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1 2 3 4 5 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDESREES) 
----X-BAND H H 
------------ Ku-BAND H H 
- - - - - - J<a-BAND H H 
Figure B-23. Data Set E 
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DATA SET E~ UPWIND~ UPWAVE 
SEA STATE = I 
SIS. WAVE HT. CFT) = 2.86 
APP. WAVE HT. ,Cn) = 3.68 


























-65 .._ __ ___,_ _____ _. ___ __ 
1 2 3 4 5 
DEPRESSION ANSLE (DEGREES) 
----X-BAND H H 
------------X -BAND H V 
- - - - - - J<u-BAND H H 
-------- J<u-BAND H V 

















DATA SET E~ UPWIND~ UPWAVE 
SEA STATE = 1 
SIG. WAVE HT. CrT) = 2.83 
APP. WAVE Hi .. CrT) = 3.57 
\JIND SPEED <MPH) • t 3. 97 
-20 ~----~------~----~------~ 
,- __ ....... ------ ................ 
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-70 ..____ _ ___._ __ ....._ __ ___.., ___ __. 
1 2 3 4 5 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDEGREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------X -BAND V H 
- - - - - - Ku-BAND V V 
--------Ku-BAND V H 























SEA STATE = 2 
SIS. ~AVE HT. CFi) = 0.78 
APP. \lAVE HT •. CFT) = 1. 03 
UIND SPEED <MPH) • 8.93 
.,..."" I 
............... ' I 















1 2 3 4 5 6 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDESREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------Ku-BAND V V 
- - - - - - J<a-BAND V V 
Figure B-26. Data Set Q 
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DATA SET Q~ CROSSWIND~ CROSSWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIG. YAVE HT. CFT) = 0.79 
APP. \JAVE HT .. CFT) ::r t .03 
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-65 ~---___..... ____ _,__ __ ____. 
3 4 5 6 
DEPRESSION ANSLE CDESREES) 
----X-BAND H H 
------------Ku-BAND H H 
- - - - - - Ka-BAND H H 
Figure B-27. Data Set Q 
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DATA SET Q~ CROSSWIND~ CROSSWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIG .. WAVE HT. <FT) = 0.79 
APP. \lAVE HT .. (FT) = I .03 
U!ND SPEED <MPH> - 8.43 
-45 
.. .... .... .... 
I .... .... 
1'\ -50 .......... l ..... m ..... .... Q .... ... 
v I 
>-
J- -55 H 
> ,•------.. H ,,' ~-~-------~--~ t- , 
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w , , 
...J -60 ,,' I u.. ,, , w ,, 
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Cl "' ........ 
.............. 
-65 
......... ......... ........ ....... 
-70 -----------------
3 4 5 6 
DEPRESSION ANSLE (DEGREES) 
----X-BAND H H 
------------X-BAND H V 
- - - - - - Ku-BAND H H 
--------Ku-BAND H V 


















DATA SET Q~ CROSSWIND~ CROSSWAVE 
SEA STATE = 2 
SIS. WAVE HT. CFT) = 0.78 
APP. WAVE HT .. CFT) • 1 .03 
YIND SPEED <MPH> • 8.92 
-20 r-------,----_,.._.._---.,.---...... 
-30 
.,.,. ... ___ _ 





2 3 4 5 6 
DEPRESSION ANSL£ CDESREES) 
----X-BAND V V 
------------X-BAND V H 
- - - - - - Ku-BAND V V 
--------Ku-BAND V H 
Figure B-29. Data Set Q 
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APPENDIX C 
SPECTRAL AND CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 
The following figures depict power spectral density functions and autocovariancP 
functions for the indicaterl data. The top function is the power spectral density function, 
and the middle function is the au tocovar iance function. The bottom function is an 
enlarged view of the autocovariance function highlighting the first 100 milliseconds and 
the larger amplitude region of the curve. Each figure title documents the letter rlata 
set, the wind/wave direction, and the antenna depression angle. Above the set of 
functions are the run number, radar band, and transmit/receive polarization 
corresponding to the data depicted. 
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200. -1-00. 60a. sea. 1000.1200.1-1-00. 1600.1sea. 2900.2289. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
10. 20. 30. -1-0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC> 
Figure C-1. Data setH, downwind/downwave, 5.06 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 207 KA-BAND U-V 




200. i00. 608. see. 1000.1200. tiee. 1608. 1see. 2000.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC> 
~l' 




'C)_ -~ . -1- U)_ -c . 
~"': I r I r I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. ie. 50. 60. 70. 80. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 









~'C) ..... . 
cr~ 
~~ 
RUN 207 95 GHZ V-U 
























~~,_---.---,.---~---r--~r---~--~--~~------~ • I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. ie. ee. 60. 70. se. se. 100. 
AUTOCOVARlANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-3. Data set H, downwind/downwave, 4.57 degree depression angle. 
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200. -tee. QJ8. see. 1898.1280.1-t89.1QJ8.1888.2898.2208. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC> 
1e. 20. 38. -te. ea. 60. 70. se. se. 1ee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-4. Data set H, downwind/downwave, 5.06 degree depression Jngle. 
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RUN 208 KA-BAND H-H 
~,----r--~--~----r---~--~--~--~------~ 
G) -











288. 1-00. 688. see. 1888.1288.11-88.1688.1888.2888.2288. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC> 
10. 20. 38. 1-0. ea. 68. 78. ea. se. 1ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-5. Data set H, downwind/downwave, 4.57 degree depression angle. 
400 
RUN 215 X-BAND U-U 
1ee. 288. 388. 418. ee. oee. 788. 888. see. 1eee. 
f'REQUENCY <HZ> 
288. -tee. 688. see. 1888.1288. 1 -.ee.1688. 1888.2888.2208. 
AUTOCOUAAIANCE <MSEC> 
10. 28. 38. -te. ee. "'· 78. ee. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-6. Data aet L, downwind/downwave, 4.78 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 215 KA-BAND V-U 




:zee. iee. 698. 888. 1888.1208.1"108.1689.1888.2088.2208. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (11SEC) 
te. 28. 38. -te. ee. •· 78. ae. se. tee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <t1SEC> 
Figure C-,. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 215 95 6HZ V-V 
~,---~----~---r--~~--~--~----r---~--~----.... 
~ 






~~ .... . 








200. -+00. 600. 800. 1888.1200.1i00.1600.1800.2888.2208. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC) 
. 
..-4 I I I I I I I I I 
~-I( -w 
C CD- -;::) . 




'0- -w • 
:::> .... 
t-ID- -<I: • 
-' 
~ .. . l ' J T T T I I I 18. 28. 38. i8. 58. 68. 78. 88. 98. 188. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-8 .. Data set L~ downwind/downwave~ 4.31 degree ~epressioh angle. 
403 
RUN 216 X-BAND ~H 
tee. 288. 388. •. see. 688. 788. see. see. 1eee. 
F"REa£.NCY <HZ> 
288. i88. 688. 888. 1888.1288.1i88.1QJ8.1888.2888.2288. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <J'ISEC> 
1e. 28. 38. il. 58. 68. 78. ea. se. tee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <I"'SEC> 
Figure C-9. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 4.78 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 216 KA-BAND H-H 





288. i88. 688. 888. 1888.1288.1i88.1688.1888.2888.2288. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
te. 20. 38. ie. ese. a. 78. ae. se. 188. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-10. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 216 95 GHZ H-H 
m,----r--~.---~---r--~~--~---r--~----~--~ ..... 
~ 




















~ ..... ~------~--~--------~--------------~~--1 • f J I I I I I I I 
1e. 20. 38. Ate. 58. 68. 78. ee. 98. 1ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-11. Data set L, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle. 
406 
RUN 250 X-BAND V-V 
~----~----~--~--~----~--~----~--~--~--~ 
N 





w" 0 • 











200. 400. 600. 800. 1000.1200.,1400.1600.1800.2000.2200 •. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC> 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C- 12. Data set I, downwind/downwave 4.78 degree depression angle. 
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200. 400. 600. see. 1000.1200.1400.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC> 
~· "(_ I I I r J I l 
()")_ -
w o oo_ -::J, • 
t-
...-! 
_J "-- -a. • 
E 
<I: 






I I 1 l I r I I 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90 .. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-13. Data set I, downwind/downwave 3.91 degree depression angle. 
408 
. 
RUN 250 KU-BAND U-H 
100. 200. 300. ~00. 500. 600. 700. see. see. 1000. 
rREQUENCV <HZ) 
2ee. iee. 600. see. 1000.1200.1i00.1600.1see.2eee.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 





....J ..... _ -Q. • 
1: 
<t: '0_ -w • 
:::> ..... 
1- 1.0- -<t: • 
....J 
~ ... . I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-14. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 3.91 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 250 KA-BAND U-U . 
re.----.----.---~---,----~---r---.r---~--~--~ 




200. i00. 600. see. 1eee.12ee.1i00.1600.1S00.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
~ ~· 






...J "'- -a. • 
1: 
<I: 
'\()_ -w • 
:::> ...... 
....... 10- -<1: • 
...J w 
(Z .... . I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-15. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 251 X-BAND H-H . 
~,----.----~--~----~--~----~--~--~~--~--~ ..... 







::::>'0 t:; • 







200. i00. 600. 800.1000.1200.1100.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
. 








..J "--a. • -
I: 
<I: 
\0_ -w • 
:::> 
1-4 
1- 1.0- -<I: • 
..J w a;;-
I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. 10. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-16. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 4.78 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 251 KU-BAND H-H 
100. 200. 330. '100. 500. 600. 700. 800. 900. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
200. '100. 600. 800. 1000.1200.1400.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 

















10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure c-17. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 3.91 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 251 KU-BAND H-U 
































1- lO_ -<I: • 
..J 
i:i<t-
I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. se. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-18. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 3.91 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 251 KA-BAND H-H . 
~~--~----~--~--~--------~--~----~--~--~ ..... 





200. -1-00. oea. sea. teae.t208.1i08.1600 .. 1808.2008 .. 2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
10. 20. aa.. -1-e. se. 60. 70.. ae. sa. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC> 
Figure C-19. Data set I, downwind/downwave, 4.31 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 260 X-BAND V-V 
tsi -









I I I I I I I I 
~- -
~~- -.... .... 
~~- -
...,_ -~ . .... 
~ 1t!.- -
...1 
~":. I I I I I I I I I 
18. 28. 38. i8. ea. •• 78 • 88. 98. UJB. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <t1SEC> 
Figure C-2L. Data set 0, crosswind/upwave, 6.15 degree depression angle. 
415 
RUN 260 KU-BAND U-U 
108. 288. 388. 1Q8. see. 688. 798. 888. see. 1888. 
FREQUENCY <HZ> 















288. 188. 688. 888. 1888.1288. 1188. 1688.1888.2888.2288. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 




::::) . -.... .... 





.... 10 ... -«: • 
..J 
~ ..... . r l I I I I I I I 
18. 28. 38. 18. !58. •• 78. 88. 98. 188. 
AUTOCOVMIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-21. Data set 0, crosswind/upwave, 5.03 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 260 KU-BAND V-H 




288. "108. 688. see. 1008.1208.1"188.t688.taee. 2088.22ee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC> 
. -~· I I I I I I l ~- ... 
laJ 
g~- -
1- J .... ~~~ i : 
'0~ J 
laJ • I :::> .... J 1- 10-
~ . i ~,... . I I I I .- I I I I r 
10. 20. 30. "10. 58. 60. 70. 80. 90. tee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-22. Data set 0, crosswind/upwave, 5.03 degree depression angle. 
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•• !'-t-C!D u..,. 
il+-~--~--~~--~~~~--~~--~ 
l tee. 2ee. 388. -+90. 508. 688. 708. see. see. 1080. 
FREQUENCY <HZ> 
288. 1-ee. 688. see. t080.t288.t-+ee.t688.1see. 2eee.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
. - \_1 I I I I I I I I 
~- -
~~- -.... -t~- -
'0- -~ . -t- 10- -5 . 
a!~ I I I I I I I I I 
18. 28. 38. 1-8. !58. 68. 78. 88. 98. 188. 
AUTOCOJARlANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C- 23. Data set 0, crosswind/upwave, 5.55 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 270 X-BAND V-U 




200. 100. 600. see. 1000.1200. 1100. 1600. 1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. 10. 50. 60. 78. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-24. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7.84 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 270 X-BAND U-H 
100. 200. 330. iae. see. 68e. ?ea. see. see. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 




I I I I I I I I 
0:- -







'()_ -w • 
::::> ..... 
1- 10_ -«: .. 
-1 
~'It" 
I I I I I I I l I 
10. 20. 30. i8. 58. 68. 70. 80. se .. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C- 25. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7.84 degree depression angle. 
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I 100. 200. aee. -tee. 508. 608. 700. see. see. 1000. 
F"REQUENCY (H2) 




I I T T I I I I 
~- -





'10_ -t.J • 
:;:) .... 
~~- -
I I I r r r I I l 
10. 28. 38. -.e. !50. 68. 78. sa. 98. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 





0(5;) o. ..... 
RUN 270 95 GHZ U-U 
















200. -tee. 608. see. 1880.1200.1-t00.1608.1see. 2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
~~~---r--~----r---~--~--~----r---~--~--~ 
10. 28. 39. -te. se. 60. 70. ee. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-27. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7,07 degree depression angle. 
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Wr-., 9 .. 




















ure. 200. 300. 400. ~a. 688. 700. se0. see. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
~ 
200. 100. 688. 800. 1088.120'0. 1100.1600.1800.2088.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
~-"':+-----~--~--~--~~--~--~--~~ 
18,. 28. 38. -!0,. 58. 68. 78. 80. 98. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-2H. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7 84 jegree depression angle. 
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RUN 271 X-BAND H-~ 













...J I\._ .... 
~ . 
'0- -w • 
:::> ....... 
t- 10- -C• 
~ ... . 1 I 1 r r l I I I 
18. 28. 30. 18. 58. 68. 78. ee. 90. 188. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-29. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7.84 degree depression angle. 
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10. 20. 30. -te. 58. 60. 78. ee. se. 100. 
AUTOCCUARIANCE (MSEC> 
Figure C-30. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 6.40 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 271 KA-BANO H-H 
i~--~~--~--~--~~--~--~--~~ 




















200 • .,ee. oee. see. 1890.128e.t.,ee.16ee.1823.2298.2229. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
te. 29. ae. ie. 68. 68. n. se. se. u,e. 
At.JTOCOVARIANCE <I"'SEC> 






RUN 271 KU-BANO H-U 
ti' 
~~+-~--~~--,--,--~-,--~~~~ 












I I I I . I I I I 
18. 28. 38. -.e. ee. 68. 79. ae. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (f1SEC> 
Figure C-32. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 7.07 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 271 95 GHZ H-H 






LIJ~ g . 






280. i89. 600. see. 10e0.1200.1i08.1608.1aea.2900.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE ( MSEC) 
. -






1-10 d . 
a:..-. 
18. 28. 38. ie. ee. 68. 78. 88. 90. tee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-33. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 7.07 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 273 X-BAND H-V 
100. 290. 308. i00. 500. 608. 700. 809. 900. 1000. 
F"REQU~CV (HZ) 
·----~--~--~--~--~---r---r--~--~--~---. -0') . 
(I) 
200. i00. 600. 809. 1000.1200.1i00.1600.1820.2088.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC> 
18. 28. 38. i8. 58. 68. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-34. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle. 
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200. "tee. 600. see. 1000.1200.11-08.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-35. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle. 
430 










200. i00. 600. 800. 1000.1200.1100.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-36. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 273 KU-BAND H-U 
&,----r--~~--~---r--~----~--~--~----~~ ...... 





200. i00. 600. 800. 1000.1200.1-+00.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-37. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle. 
432 
RUN 273 KA-BAND H-H 




200. i00. 680. 800. 1000.1200. 1i00. 1680. 1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. 80. S0. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C- 38. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 5.18 degree depression angle. 
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I 100. 200. 300. -1:00. 500. 600. 700. 800. see. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <HZ> 
200. -1:00. 600. 800. 1000.1200.1-1:00.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. -1:0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C.-39. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 5.18 degree depression angle. 
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1ee. 200. 3ee. 400. see. 60e. 70a. s00. see. 1eee. 
FREQUENCY (HZ) 
~ 4----r--~---,----r---~--,-~=r--~--~----r-~ 
200. 400. 600. see. 1000.1200.1400.1600.1B00.20e0.22ee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC) 
~~~ ] i ~.~ --------------- ' 
~~j j 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-40. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.92 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 274 X-BAND U-H 
100. 2ae. 300. iOO. sea. 6ee. ?aa. see. sea. 1eee. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
Figure C-41. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.92 degree depres$ion angle. 
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10. 20. 30.. 40. 50. 60. 70. ae. se. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-42. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.02 degree depression angle. 
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2ee. 400. 6ee. see. 1aea.1200.1400.16ee.1see.2e00.220e. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. 10. 5e. 60. 70. se. sa. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-43. Data set 0, upwind/crosswave, 4.02 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 2?i KA-BAND U-V 

















200. 400. 600. 800. 1000.1200.1400.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
te. 20. 30. 40. se. 60. 70. se. se. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-44. Data set D, upwind/crosswave, 4.44 degree d::prP.b$ion angle. 
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: ~j·"""'~~~~~~~~J.IIIL.! j 
~~I ~ 
1 100. 200. 300. 400. 500. 600. 700. see. see. 1000. 
FREQUENCY (HZ) 

















!;2 ..... . 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. ae. se. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-45. Data set 0, uwpind/crosswave, 4.44 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 287 X-BAND U-U 
















200. -t00. 600. s00. 1000.12ee.1-t00. 1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 78. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-46. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 287 X-BAND V-H 
100. 200. 330. 400. see. 680. 700. 830. see. 1aaa. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
200. -tee. 680. see. 1090.12ee.1400.1680.1800. 2200.2220. 
AUTOCOVARlANCE <MSEC) 
-~ 
I I I I T I j I 
~- "" 
w 
0 (X)_ -;:::) . 






::> -t- 10_ <r: • 
_.1 
w a: .... . I J I I T T I I I I 
10. 29. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 98. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-47. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle. 
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~'0 ..... . 
.JID a. • 
~~ 
wM => • 
...,.N .... . 
~-
~ 0;----.---.---.~--r---~--~--=r=-~--~~--~~ 
209. iOO. 600. 800. 1008.1200. 1i00. 1600. 1800.2200.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
-~ 




:;::) . -.... .... 
.J I'.._ a. • -
:r: 
<r: 
'()_ -w • 
=> .... 
.... 1!.)_ -~ . 
...J 
~~ . I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-48. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 287 KU-BANO U-H 





200. 100. 600. see. 1eee.12ee.11ee.160e.1see.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. 10. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-49. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 287 KA-BANO U-U 




200. 4ee. oee. see. 1eee.1200.14ee.1oee.1see.2eee.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 




:::3 • -..... 
1-4 





..... U')_ -4:: • 
...J 
~ .... . l l I I -r T I I I 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. ee. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 






~'C) - . 







RUN 287 95 GHZ V-U 
1ee. 2ee. 3ee. 409. see. 6ee. ?ee. see. see. 1eee. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
~ 4---~--~--~--~----r---~~~--~--~--~--~ 
200. 100. 600. see. 1800.1209.1400.1600.1S00.2000.22ee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 





0 (IJ_ -;::) . 
1-
...... 
_J I'.._ -a. • 
I: 
~ 
\()_ -I.&J • 
:::> ...... 
1- 10_ -<1: • 
_J 
~ ..... 
I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. ae. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-51. Data set J, downwind/crosswave, 5.18 degree depression angle. 
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(1) . 
w ..... c • 








RUN 294 X-BAND H-H 




200. 4ee. 600. see. 1ee0.12ee.1400.1600.1Se0.2ee0.220e. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
10. 20. 38. i8. se. 60. 7e. se. s0. tee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 






RUN 294 X-BAND H-U 
' ~- J: 
;:--~-.·~~ r;Jd~···~~-·~~ 




2ee. ~00. 600. see. teee.t2ee.t~ee.t60e.ts00.2000.22ee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
. - I I I l I I -r J I 
~--"'- -w w 0 Q)_ :::3 • -§ ..... ..... 
...... ...... 
..J "-- _...J 
~ . a. I: 
4: 4: 
'0_ -w w • 
,j ,j 
...... ...... 
..... It)- -~ 4: • 
..J ...J 
w l.U 
O::"if" 0:: . I I I I I J I I I 
10. 20. 30. ~e. 50. 60. 70. 88. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-53. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 4.78 degree depression angle. 
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200. "100. 600. 800. 1000.1200.1"100.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
10. 20. 30. "10. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-54. Outa set P, crosswind/upwave, 3.91 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 294 KU-BAND H-V 
~,----.----r----.---.----.----r----~--~--~--~ 
Cli) -




200. ~00. 600. see. 1000.1200.1~ee.1oe0.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
. -\' I I I I I I I I (J)_ -
~~- -. :;:) . 
1-.... 





1- 1.0- -4: • 
..J 
~ ... 
I I I r I T I I I 
1'0. 20. 38. i0. 50. 60. 70. 80. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 






RUN 29i KA-BAND H-H 
1ee. 2ee. 300. 400. 500. 600. 7ee. see. see. 1eee. 
FREQUENCY (HZ) 
200. ~00. 600. see. 1000.1200.1~ee.160a.1aee.2eee.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANC£ <MSEC) 
10. 2e. 30. ~e. se. 60. 70. sa. se.. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C -5[. Data set P, crosswind/upwind, 4.31 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 294 95 GHZ H-H . 
~,----r--~r---.----.----~--~--~----~--~--~ 
~ 
100. 200. 300. 400. 509. oee. 700. see. see. teee. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
200. ~e0. 000. aee. 1030.1200.11-00.1600.1800.2030.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC> 
10. 20. 39. 1-0. sa. 60. 70. ae. sa. tee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C- 57. Data set P, crosswind/upwind, 4.31 degree depression angle. 
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100. 200. 300. 400. see. 600. 70e. see. see. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
200. ~ee. oee. see. 1000.1200.1~ee.1600.1800.2000.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
10. 20. 30. ~e. se. 60. 7e. ee. se. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-58. Data set P~ crosswind/upwave, 4.78 degree depression angle. 
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100. 200. 300. 400. 5ee. .sae. 700. see. 900. 1eee. 
FREQUENCY <HZ> 
200. 1ee. 60e. see. 1000.1200.1100.16ee.1see.2000.22ee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 






...J 1',._ -a. • 
I: 
<r: 
\0_ -w • 
:::> 
~ 
1-- 10- -<r: • 
...J w a:..-. I I I I I I I I I 
1e. 2e. 30. 4e. 50. 60. 78. 80. 9e. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-59. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 4.78 degree depression angle. 
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I tee. 2ee. 300. 4ae. 500. 60e. 7ee. see. see. teee. 
FREQUENCY <HZ> 




I I I I I I I I 
cn_ -
~~- -::::) . .... ..... 
..J "'- -Q. • 
J: 
<1: 
'O..i -Lt.l • 
:::> 
~It)_ -<1: • 
..J 
~1'" . I I I I I T I I I 
10. 20. 38. i0. 50. 6e. 70. 80. sa. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-60. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 3.91 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 295 KU-BAND V-H 
~.---~----r----r--~----~--~----~--~--~--~ 
N 
('S) ..... J 
J 
J 




2ee. ~ee. oee. see. 1eee.12ee.1400.1600.1see.20ee.220e. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
-~ 
I I I I I l I I 
m.,. -
~~- -:;::) . 
1-...... 





1- 10- -<c: • 
...J 
~ .. . I r I I r I l I I 
19. 29. 39. i0. 60. 60. 70. 80. se. tee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-61. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 3,91 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 295 KA-BAND V-V 















200. 1-00. 609. sea. teee.t200.1-+ee. 1690.1890. 2eee.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
.: \_ r 





1--..J ....__ -a. • 
~ 
'0- -w • 
:::> 
j: It)_ -<1: • 
..J 
~ ...... 
I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 39. "1-9. 50. 69. 70. se. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 




WI'.. c . 







RUN 295 95 GHZ U-U 




2ee. 4ee. 6ee. see. teee.t2ee.1iee.t6ee.1see.2eee.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
. .... I I I I I I I I 
<n.- \___ -w c (I)_ -:;) . 
1-...... 
-1 ""-Q. • -
I: 
<C: 
'()_ -w • 
:::> ...... 
1- 1.0- -<C: • 
-1 
~~ . I T I I I T I I I 
10. 20. 30. .ote. 50. 60 • 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC> 
Figure C-63. Data set P, crosswind/upwave, 4.31 degree depression angle. 
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100. 200. 300. 400. 500. 6ee. ?ee. see. see. 1cee. 
200. 400. 600. 800. 1000.1200.1400.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. 40. sa. 60. 70. se. sa. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-61. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 4.30 degree depression angle. 
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..J "- -a. • 
l: 
<t 
\()_ -w • 
:::> ..... 
1- 10 .... -<t • 
...J 
w 
O::T . I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. 1-0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-65. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 4.30 degree depression angle. 
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200. 1e0. 600. se0. 1000.1200.1400.1600.1800.2ae0.22ee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE CMSEC) 
.:~ 











::> -1- 1.0- -5 . 
w ex.,... . I I I r I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. 10. 50. 60. 70. sa. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE CMSEC) 
Figure C-66. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 3.52 degree depression angle. 
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I I I I I I I I 
~- -
w 
0 Q)_ -::;) . 
t--..J 1\.,_ a. • 
I: 
<r:: 
'0_ -w • 
:::> -t- tO_ -<r:: • 
..J w ex...-. I I j I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. 10. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-~7. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 3.52 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 305 KA-BAND U-U 





200. -tee. 608. aee. 1088.1200.1-t00.1608.1800. 2809.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
~-"'-
I I I I I I I I I 
-
w c Q)_ 
:;::) . -
1-...... 
-' 1\,._ -~ . 
<t '()_ -w .. 
::::> ...... 
1- It)_ -«:: • 
-' 
~ ... 
I I I I T I I I 
10. 29. 30. i8. 58. 68. 78. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 




















RUN 305 95 GHZ V-U 
100. 200. 3aa. 4aa. 500. 6aa. ?aa. sea. 9a0. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
200. 400. 600. sea. 1aee.1200.1400.1600.1see.2000.220e. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC) 





T T I l I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIFINCE (MSEC> 
Figure C-69. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 3.88 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 306 X-BAND H-H 
100. 200. 300. ~ea. sea. 600. ?0e. see. see. 1eee. 
FRE~UENCY <HZ) 
2ee. 1ee. 6ee. see. 1eee.1200.1400.16e0.tsee.2000.22ee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. 40. se. 60. 70. s0. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-7v. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 4.30 degree depression angle. 
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100. 200. 300. 400. 520. 600. 700. 800. 900. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
~ ,_---.--~---,----r---T---~--~~~--~----~---
200. 4ee. 600. see. 1eee.1200.1400.1600.tsee.2eee.22ea. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
.:~ I I I l I l ! 
m.- -
w c 0)_ -=>· .... 
....... 
_l "'- -0.. • 
:t: 
<1: 
~- -w • 
:> 
....... 




I I I I I I I l I 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. se. 90. tee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-71. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 4.30 degree depression angle. 
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5 ~·J ! 
iijl ··~~~~~~ww~~~~~~~ 
a. I•_ I 
00 ~~,----.----.----r---.---~----,----r--~----~---4/ 





~\0 .... . 










2ee. 4ee. eee. see. 1000.12ee.1400.16ee.1aee.2ee0.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. ae. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUAR!ANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-72. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 3.52 degree depression angle. 
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100. 200. 300. 100. 500. 600. 700. 800. see. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
~ ~--.----r---.--~--~--~--~r---~--~--,---~ 




::::) . ~ j 
I-..... 








~ ..... . 
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-73. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 3.52 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 306 KA-BAND H-H 
100. 2ee. 390. -iee. 5ee. 600. 7ee. see. see. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <HZ) 
200. iee. 6ee. see. 1000.t2ee.1iee.16ee.tsee.2eee.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
te. 20. 3e. ie. 50. 6e. 7e. 88. se. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 




















~1.0 ..... . 











200. ~ee. 6e0. s00. 1aee.t200.110e.1600.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. 10. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-75. Data set E, upwind/upwave, 3.88 degree depression angle. 
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1- • c_ 
d . 
~ ;---~~---.--~--~---,--~~~~--~--~--~--~ 
200. i00. 600. see. 1000.1200.1i00.1600.1see.2eee.2200. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. tee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 








~\0 ...... . 




,....N .... . 
<r:_ 
RUN 318 X-BAND U-H 
100. 200. 300. 40e. see. 600. 700. see. see. 100e. 
FREQUENCY <HZ> 
d . 
~ ,_ __ -r--~--~----r---~--~~~--~--~~--~~ 
200. iee. oee. see. teee.t2ee.tiee.t600.t800.2eee.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 




:::::> • -.... ...... 
-I "--a. • -
I: 
<I: 
\0_ -! w • 
:::> ..... 
.... 10_ -<I: • 
-I 
L&J a..,.. 
I I I I I I I I I 
10. 2e. 30. i0. 50. 60. 70. se. se. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-77. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle. 
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I 1ee. 200. aee. ....ea. 500. 600. 700. see. see. 1000. 
FREQUENCY <H2) 
200. 100. 600. 800. 1000.1200.1100.1608.1800.2000.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
~~ 
I I I I I I I I 
m.- -
w c m_ 
:::) . -
1-..... 
_J "- -a. • 
I: 
<I: '()_ -w • 
.:::> 




I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. 10. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
Fi0,ure C- 78. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 318 KU-BAND U-H 


















200. -t0e. 600. sea. 1000.1200.1-t00.1690.1800. 2000.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
~~ 
-r I I I I T I I 
a:- -
t...J 




_. "'- -a. • 
I: 
<1: 
'0_ -t...J • 
:::> 
~ 
1- 1.0- -<1: • 
_J 
w a: ..... . l T I I I I -. I I 
10. 20. 30. i0. 58. 60. 78. se. se. 100. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC> 
Figure C-79. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 318 KA-BAND V-U 





















...J w a: .... 
I r r I T l I I I 
10. 20. 30. -te. 50. 60. 70. 80. se. tee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC> 
Figure C-80. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 5.18 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 318 95 GHZ U-U 
































~ ..... -~---.~----,-,---r-,--~,r---~,------TI----,-,----r-,---1--~ 
10. 20. 30. ..a. 50. 60. 70. se. se. 1ee. 
AUTOCOUAAlANCE (MSEC> 
Figure C-31. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 5.18 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 319 X-BAND H-H 
tee. 2ee. 30e. 40e. see. 600. 7ea. see. see. teea. 
F'REQUENCV <HZ> 
200. i0e. 600. sea. teee.t2e0.tiea.1600.1see.2eee.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. ie. se. 60. 70. ae. s0. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC> 
Figure C-82. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 319 X-BAND H-U 
~,---~--~r---~---r--~----~--~--------~--­-
108. 208. aee. 40B. 500. 600. 7ee. see. see. 1000. 
F'REQUENCY <HZ) 
200. iee. 680. see. 1000.12ee.1iee.1680.1800.2eee.22ee. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
. -~ I I I I I I I I 
~-
w 
0 (X)_ -;:::) . 
1-..... 
..J "--0. • -
I: 
<r: 
\0_ -w • 
::::> 
1-4 
1- tO_ -<r: • 
..J 
~ .... . I I I I I I I I I 
10. 20. 30. iB .. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
Figure C-33. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 5.74 degree depression angle. 
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RUN 319 KU-BAND H-H 
~~--~--~~--~---r--~~--~------~----~---('1 
& -














..,.N ..... . 
«=-d • 
~ ;---~---r--~--~--~----~~r---~--~--~--~ 
200. -tee. 600. see. 1008.1280.1i08.1608.1880.2000.2290. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 30. ie. 58. 68. 78. sa. se. 1ee. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-84. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 4.69 degree deoression angle. 
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RUN 319 KU-BAND H-U 
100. 200. 380. -+ee. see. 600. 788. see. see. 1eee. 
FREQUENCY <H2) 
2ee. -+ee. 600. see. 1888.1200.1-+00.1600.1800.2800.2288. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE <MSEC) 
. -\' I I I I I I I I a:- -
w c Q)_ 
:::> • -t--..J 1\._ -0. • 
:c 
<t: 
'()_ -w • 
:::> -t- 10- -<1: • 
..J w 
a:..-. I I I I I I T I I 
10. 20. 38. -+0. 50. 68. 70. se. 90. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE (MSEC) 
Figure C-85. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 4.69 degree depression angle. 
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100. 200. 388. -+rae. see. 608. 708. see. see. 1000. 
fREQUENCY (HZ> 
200. -+ee. 608. see. 1eee.12ee. 1-+ee. tcSee. 1aee. 2000.2200. 
AUTOCOUARIANCE <MSEC) 
10. 20. 38. -te. 59. 69. 78. ee. se. 100. 
AUTOCOVARIANCE CMSEC) 
Figure C-86. Data set Q, crosswind/crosswave, 5.18 degree depression angle. 
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APPENDIX D 
WAVE DIRECTION DATA 
The following figures depict wave direction power spectral density functions 
versus compass directions. Figures D-1 and D-2 represent the same wave direction seen 
from two different compass orientations, as do Figures D-3 and D-4. Analogous wave 
direction data were reduced to this format by the Naval Coastal Systems Center for 




S1RGE: 2 E 
O.OHZ 




0.3HZ JAN (~2. 1979 
1IME: 23:36:07 23:55:45 








STAGE: 2 5 
O.OHZ 
PROJECT SEA CLUTTER 
N 
E 
0.3HZ JAN 22. 1979 
_J 
TIME: 23:36:07 23:55:4S 







PROJECT SEA CLUTTER 
DEC 22, 1978 
TIME: 11:53:15-12:12:52 







PROJECT SEA CLUTTER 
N 
0.3H:Z 
OEC 22. 1978 
TIME: 11:53:15-12:12:52 
Figure D-4. Spread wave direction from the southwest. 
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